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Trustees review
Governor's plan

Army ROTC members during helecopter activities last week; story, page3.(Tim Skeerphoto)

'Alumnus' .copies burned ·
controversy that arose over the
By Tom Mooney
Although the Fall issue of issue's front cover. The cover
the Alumnus is billed as the picture, takeri during May
first issue in its new magazine commencement , showed a
female graduate holdinJi; her
form, it isn't really.
The first 50,000 copies, diploma in one hand and a
already printed and set for sealed bottle of champagne
mailing, were burned about with a bow tied around it in the
three weeks ago even before other.
"We didn't think it was
one copy was mailed.
The magazines we re appropriate to have that
destroyed because of a particular cover, so we made
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ the decision to c;io away _with
it," said William Rothwell,
-INSIDEdirector of Alumni Affairs.
The cost of replacing the
previous cover picture with the
present photo of Thompson
Hall was around $ I 0,000,
·Rothwell said.
-From what fund the money
will come out of is yet to be
determined, he said.
"We're hoping to have it (the
cost) underwritten," Rothwell
said.
Rothwell said the decision
was made after he brought a
copy of the magazine to
President Evelyn Handler.
"I brought it to her to ask her
opinion because I know her
sensitivity about the issue ( of
-The UN H Wildcats fail to
alcohol) with commencement
score in the four th quarter,
exercises," Rothwell said.
lose to Lehigh, see page 20
"We had a consensus that it
wasn't appropriate, especially
Calendar .................. page 4
with all the things going on
Classified .•.............. page 17
around campus with alcohol
Comics ................... page 16
awareness."
Editorial ......... ........ page 10
Rothwell said the decis ion
Features ........... pages 13,14
between himself, Handler and
Notices .................... page 5
Herbert Stebbins, president of
Sports ............... pages 19,20
the Alumni Center wa s made

on the basis of not wanting to
promote the image of alcohol
use at the University.
"We have to be concerned
with the image Th·e University
pro_jects with its public."
Rothwell said. "We thought it
would be throwing things back
in the faces of some about the
use of alcohol on campus, and
we wouldn't want them to think
ALUMNUS, page 9

By Tracy Carlson
University System of New
Hampshire (USNH) board of
trustees voted on seven
motions this Saturday-that will
result in a $730,000 savings
next year.
Trustees voted on recommendations made last March
by the Governer's Management
Review Team (GMRT) in their
meeting held at the Rosenberg ·
Conference Center in East
Kingston.
Trustees adopted the
proposal that Plymouth State
College administration expand
its cooperative work-study
program integrating PSC
students in housekeeping,
maintenance and other support
and administrative services.
The motion is modified from
the GMRT recommendation
that all housekeeping services
at PSC be converted to
contracted operations which
would save an estimated
$55 ,000.
This would save about
$41 ,500 in Fiscal Year 1983 ,
and $72,000 in personnel and
n on-c o nt i nuing support
funding in FY 1984.
Based on past employee
attrition experience, PSC
estimates that over the next
several years, students may be
able to be placed into 10 to 25
percent of existing positions.
The Trustees als<? approved a
motion designed \o protect the
rights of USNH employees
now occupying positions
affected by GMRT recommendation implementation.
The proposal gives
employees affected by these
(GMRT) actions priority
consideration for appointment
and reassignment to such other
vacant positions for which they
are qualified.
The proposal to establish a
s~ecial account for the purpose

of keeping track of funds saved
a result of G MR T committee
recommendations was a pp roved, although the Trustees ·
currently work under this
system.
TRUSTEE, page 8

Sanders
succeeds
Holloway
By Tracy Carlson
Attorney Wilfred L. Sanders
was elected to succeed Paul
Holloway as Vice-President
Chairman of the board of
Trustees of the University
System of New Hampshire at
the Board's business meeting
on Saturday.
Holloway, who served on the
Board since 1972, asked not to
be considered for a further term
as Vice-Chairman. He is
currently chairman of the
SANDERS, page 15

WILFRED SANDERS

Library harassment on· the rise
By Tracy Carlson
- library to write a paper. ·
Last fall a female UNH
"I went upstairs to the third
student studying in the floor and sat in an open
Dimond Library was sexually bottomed carrel. When I got
harassed by a man.
. there, I noticed this really
Two weeks ago, a female scruffy looking guy reading
UNH student was studying in bus_iness books.
the Portsmouth Public Library
There was nobody beside me
on a Saturday afternoon when when I sat down. I started
a man indecently exposed working and after a while I felt
himself to her.
things on my legs. It felt like
According to Manchester flies or something," she said.
City Library director John
"I was wearing a kilt and
Hallahan, sexual_ harassment knee socks and I felt these
occurs ·in places like libraries · things on my legs. I realized it
and supermarkets because they was that guy I'd seen earlier. .,.,,
are public places that offer
"He was right in front of the
some amount of privacy.
carrel. I kept looking on the
Clark Davis, director of sides but I couldn't see him."
Nashua Public Library said
It happened about five more
harassment occurs in libraries , times and he began to pull on
because they are places where her skirt. "I was starting to get
people don't have to spend any pissed off now. I looked
money and people don't have underneath (the carrel) and saw
to explain their presence.
his hand as he was"retreating it
On a Thursday night last fall, back towards himself.
a female student went to the
"I started yelling, 'What do

you think you 're doing?' I was
so embarrassed . It was
disgusting," she said.
"He cowered like a dog. I
couldn't think of ariy words
harsh enough. I said 'This is so
gross. I can't believe you."'
She didn't tell any of the
library employees about the
incident. "I don't remember
why I didn't say anything. I
gu~ss I didn't want anybody to
know about it."
"I walked home after that. I
didn't call Security but I was
really paranoid. I never call .
anyone, I guess I think I can
handle myself.'
I just warn people not to
wear skirts to the third floor of
the library," she said.
Davis said victims of sexual
harassment in the library are
sometimes reluctant to press
charges.

LIBRARY, page 15 ·
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NEWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL
Solid~ty leaders urge boycott
- WARSAW, Poland-Solidarity leaders urged workers
yesterda): to stay home and boycott their jobs in protest over
the bannmg of the labor union.
No new uprisings were reported over the weekend in the
second week of protests. Government officials said the ·
Gdansk strik~s at the shipyards of Gdansk had been stopped
and that stnke appeals had been ignored by workers
especially in the capital.
'

NATIONAL
Bess Truman dies
K~NSAS CITY , Mo.- Bess Truman, the widow of former
President _I:Iarry Truman and the oldest American former
first lady died yesterday. She was 97.
Mrs. J ruman died of congestive heart failure according to
the Truman family physician, Dr. Wallace Graham.

Surviving without financial aid .
By Maggie McKowen
Laurie McLaughlin tutors
anatomy and physiology in her
apartment and also travels to
the Newingtion Mall to work in
a clothing store.
Michael McGandy is the
supply officer for UNH's
ROTC program.
Christian Gorman is a partti me manager at the
Newingtion McDonald's.
And Kathy Laplante
researches in a lab for a
professor and supervises
calculus exam graders.
Contrary to all the recent
complaints that students
without work study money
can't get jobs, these four UNH
students have all landed part
time employment.

McLaughlin works in order
to pay for her food and for
spending money.

LOCAL
Search proceedings begin
LEE-Trustees of the Univers~ty System of New
_Hampshire have authorized a search and screening process to
recommend a successor to President Handler, who was
named the new President of Brandeis University.
Chairman Richard Morse will establish a search committee
to assist the Board · in chosing a new president.
Representatives of the University constituencies and the
public will be involved in the process according to Morse and
. the committee will not have less than nine members.

Smit~ charged with murder
PORTSMOUTH-A Portsmouth woman was arraigned,
yesterday morning at Portsmouth District Court and charged
with second-degree murder in connection with 'the shooting
death of Dennis Chase, 46.
Cheryl Smith, 31 will remain in jail until attorneys seek
bail.
Smith was arrested three hours after Chase was fatally
wounded in the abdomen by a shotgun wound.
Police have not disclosed any motive at this time.

Voting ,rally· Thursday
UNH-On Thursday at noon a voter registration rally will
be held on the front of Thompson Hall to make students
aware of voting procedures in Durham.
The rally, which will be attended by President Handler, will
also instruct people how to register on an absentee ballot.

UNH students.become lawyers
.

.

CONCORD-Three former UNH students were initiated
into the New Hampshire Bar Association here Friday.
The students were Richard Joyal of Manchester, Scott
Lapointe of Stratham and Donald Louis Wyatt of
Londonderry.

Ray catchin' material
Tod~y will be sun!ly and warm with highs in the sixties
according to the Nat10nal Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be clear and cool, with highs in the 40s
followed tomorrow by more clear skies and highs
approaching 70.
,,

MICHAEL McGANDY
McGandy's using his job
experience to help him plan for
a career in the service.
Gorman needed personal
money and the funds to
purchase textbooks.
And Laplante, in addition to
brushing up on her calculus, i~
gaining valuable laboratory
experience for the future.
· The opportunities at UNH
and the surrounding area reach
beyond the boundaries of
financial aid. To find some of
these opportunities a student
must meet certain qualifications and for others, a student
must seek them out.
"I saw the notice on the job
· board at the MUB," said
McLaughlin.
Her first job, tutoring a
student from the Division of

Continuing Education (DCE),
takes up five to eight hours
each week.
"I make money from 12 to
three in the afternoon when I
would be eating lunch," she
said. "She the lady hasn't been
in school for a long time so I'm
teaching her chemistry."
McLaughlin's student
bought a blackboard to help
with her lessons.
"She has me draw things for
her," said McLaughlin. "Like
we were doing mitosis, cell
division, and I drew cells for
her. I'd do it on paper but she
sees it better with the
blackboard," she says.
In September, the twentyyear-old UNH sophomore also
began working about 20 hours
a week at Eastern Horizons, a
clothing store in the Newington
Mall.
"The only re.al pain about
working at the mall is the Kari
Van. It picks me up and goes
through Portsmouth. I don't
get home until I 0:30 (p.m.),"
said McLaughlin.
The affect on her social life is
a major complaint, since
McLaughlin works during
most weekends.
"I've never stayed in so many
Saturday nights since I was 14.
I get home and everyone's gone
out. The weeks and the
weekends just seem to blend,"
she said.
"It doesn't effect my studying
but it might when I get into my
major," she added.
McLaughlin transferred
from the University of
Vermont (UVM) last year due
to an 11 percent tuition
increase. She was accepted into
the nursing program in August.
During the summer, she
didn't work because she was
busy acing an eight week course
in anatomy and physiology.
"That's why I'm working
now. I'm in debt but in order to
get into nursing I had to take it
(the' course)," she said.
Social security covers her
rent since her father died
during her senior year in high
school. But she must work for
her spending money.
"Social security won't cover
my rent next year so I'm going
to have to use my checks to pay
my rent, too, I guess."
Sharing the rent with
McLaughlin at Old Landing
Road Apartments is Lalante,
her roommate.
The dark haired girl clad in a
UN H sweatshirt and shorts can

be found studying subjects such
as fluid mechanics at her
kitchen's picnic table. Or else,
ten hours during the afternoons
on weekdays,she's in the lab
conducting experiments on
industrial plastic-like materials
or polymers.
Her professor, Dr., Sundberg, first asked her to work for
him last semester. She was
qualified for the position after
completing a field experience at
the Quin-T corporation in
Tilton , N.H.
This summer, she landed a
job in Cincinatti, Ohio with
Proctor and Gamble Corp.
"I work for spending money
and for experience. I'd like to
work for a company in my field
whf"n I get out , " said Laplante,

a junior chemical engineering
major.
For three semesters, she also•,

'

LAURIE McLAUGHLIN
worked in Kingsbury Hall as a
calculus grader and this
semester she works ten hours a
week as the graders' supervisor.
_ "I answer graders' questions
if they don't know how to tell
people to do a problem or
award points," she said. "It
keeps me refreshed with
calculus for my other classes."
A former cheerleader in high
school, the 20-year old student
still remains active.
..It hasn't hurt my grades so
far," said Laplante, who unlike
McLaughlin doesn't have to
work on weekends.
In their spare time,
roommates McGandy and
Gorman participate in UNH's
ROTC program.
SURVIVING, page 5

UNH student raped in aream
By Tracy Carlson
at· night and to stick to well lit paths.
A female UNH student reported to the
Ninety-percent of rapes oq:ur when only
Public Safety Department that she had been
one women is around. There ·is safety in
raped recently outside the Williamson and
numbers.
Christensen Hall area.
"You should carry big objects when you're
In ·light of the most recent rape on campus,
walking at night. A pocketbook or a key ringDeputy Richard Bates from the UNH
anything that you could defend yoursef with,"
department of Public Safety, said women
he said.
should be aware of the situations on campus
The Public Safety Escort Service on
and try to avoiq them.
campus is not really being utilized, Bates said.
Bates said students should report any
Students can call 862-1427 and an officer will
suspicious people. "If you see someone in the
escort them from anywhere on campus.
same place time after time, let the .police
Bates' final advice was to avoid remote
know," he said.
areas or routes thatare not well traveled at
He said rape is usually a calculated act.
night.
.
••They (rapists) don't go out on the spur of the
Next ~eek he will be presenting a program
moment and it is not done only to women
in Devine Hall on self-defense for women. H.e
dressed seductively or who are beautiful.
will discuss ways to avoid assault situations
"The rapist is expressing his violent
and how to talk your way out of them, how to
nature," he said. "Some people break
fight using your voice and basic self-defense
windows. some rape."
8~J~s c.auti9p~d womeQ not to walk aloQ~ .. ,, .IttPV~S. _
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Biologi~al sciences
evaluated thi~ week
si ties around the country.
A biological review team, These are: Dr. William
consisting of five professors McElroy from the U niversi-ty
from universities around the of California at San Diego, Dr.
nation, will be in Durham this Arne Nordskog from Iowa
week to evaluate the structure, State, Dr. Harlyn Halvorson
instruction, research, and · from Brandeis, Dr. Russell
service of the biological Larson from Pennsylvania
State, and Dr. John Kingsbury
sc~nces at UNH.
The results of this evaluation from Cornell Plantations.
The review will begin
could mean a restructuring and
relocation of some biology Wednesday, October 20, with a
meeting of the Task Force, the
departments.
Dr. William Condon, a review team, President
professor in the UNH Animal Handler, and Vice President
Science department, and Haaland.
On Thursday, the Review
chairman of the Task Force
handling the biological review, Team will meet with different
!i.::tici thi"- rPviPw i~ part of representative 2roups of
J:>resident Handler's Master assistant professors, deans and
department . heads, and
Plan.
''The administration graduate and undergraduate
informed us of this review last · students in biological science
spring. It's happening basically majors. This group of 30
because the biological sciences students consists of one
at UNH are so spread out," graduate student and two
Condon said. "Most of the undergraduate students from
· biologies are in the school of . each department.
Friday, October 22, the
Life Science and Agriculture
But, some of them are m Review Team will meet with
associate and full professors,
Liberal Arts.
"We also have a Marine and finally with the Task
program, and IBSO (an Force, President Handler, and
alternative degree program in Vice President Haaland.
The Task Force will be
Biology)," he said. "Our faculty
members are working in those present at all the meetings with
programs as well as their own the Review Team. This group
departments. Faculty is consists of faculty members
crossing college lines. This all from Animal Science,
gives the impression that Microbiology, Zoology, .
maybe we could be more Botany, and Plant Science
efficient. So we've brought in a departments.
"We were charged with
group from outside to evaluate
picking a review team and
us."
The Review Team consists of BIOLOGY, page 16
five professors from univerBy Deirdre Wilson

Katheryn Fessenden and Alan Toth enjoy a pile of fallen leaves on campus. ( Carolyn Blackmar
photo)

Senate holds informal meeting
1983, and Handler would not
The student Senate passed begin until June 30, 1983.
Andy Bauer, chairperson of
no bills Sunday night,but
indulged in discussion on a Financial Affairs and
smorgasboard of topics, issues Administration, announced
and projects at Sunday's that he has organized two
committees to investigate both
meeting.
Under new business, the the UNH Dining Services and
Senate voted unanimously to the UNH Faculty Center, after
pass a resolution extending a meeting with the Board of
official congratulations to Trustees Finance and Budget
President Handler on her Committee last Thursday at
·recent appointment to the Merrimack College.
According to Paul HolloPresidency at Brandeis
way,Chairman of the trustees
University.
.. The Senate has to take a finance and budget committee,
leadership role now," said UNH's budget for the fiscaf
student body president Karen year 80-81 reflected two
Johnson. She stressed that extremities questioned by
Handler would be an active Board members.
president .. up until the day she
Halloway pointed to a profit
leaves" and felt that Senators of $19,038.25 made by Dining
should utilize the remaining Services that year and asked
time with Handler to its full why the cost of student meals
potential. "If you're not had increased on this years 's
familiar with some of her tuition bill.
According to the budgetary
accomplishments or positions
on issues, take the time to get breakdown, UNH's Faculty
familiar with them," she said.
Center was at the other end of
According to Johnson, the the scale, ·with an approximate
current President of Brandeis $26,000 loss.
University will finish on June l ,
"The Faculty Center is
By Robin Peters

Chancellor committee
interviews Bjork
· By John Gold
Dr. Richard E. Bjork,
Chancellor of the Vermont
State College System, met with
the Ch an c e 11 or Se a r c.h
Advisory Committee last night.
He is the second of five
finaiists for the position of
Chancellor· to visit the
University System within the
past week.
Bjork has been the
Chancellor of the Vermont
State College system since
1978. Before that he served as
the founding president of
Stockton State College in New
Jersey from 1969-1978 , and
vice chancellor of the
De p_a r t m e n t of H i g he r
Education from 1968-1970.
His education experience
dates back to 1957, and
includes teaching or administrative positions as the
Glassboro State · College,
Rochester Institute of

Tee h no logy, the state
University of New y ork at
Plattsburgh, Austin College,
and Michigan State.
The 52 year old chancellor
candidate earned his Ph.D. in
Po Ii tic a 1 Science fr O m
Michigan State University in
1961, his MA degee ( 1953)
from Vanderbilt University,
andhisB.A.degree(l952)from
Yale University.
Bjork has served as director
and president of Research for
Better Schools; a Philadelphia
based educational laboratory
and research organization. He
was the founding director of
the New Jersey Educational
Computer Networks that links
all public institutions of higher
education in New Jersey.
He has published in the fields
of higher education, public
affairs, and management and
has co-authored several hooks
on i~.cernational affairs.
~

overcrowded and they have no
room to expand the building,"
explained Bauer. "We need to
find a solution to the problem
possibly, the raising of meal
prices to help meet the cost and
reduce the crowds."
Essentially, Bauer and his
committee members will be
"auditing," checking invoices
and concerning themselves
with. general utilization of
funds.
Bauer, the chairperson of
SENATE, page 6

ROTC, cadets out on maneuvers
By Peter Schlesinger

Forty-seven UNH Reserve
Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) cadets and their
instructors participated in this
year's field training exercise
( FTX) this past weekend at
Pawtuckaway State Park.
MS III Naomi Rushia said it
was a great experience. "I really
needed the exercise, and
besides, it was fun."
The prupose of the FTX was
to familiarize the first and
second-year cadets with the
fundamentals of _m ilitary
adventure while continuing the
preparation of the third-year
cadets (MS Ills) for their 1983
Advanced Camp, which will
take place in Fort Bragg, North
Carolina.
This weekend ~s training
included- .a helicopter flight,
land navigation, rope bridging,
rappelling, night land
navigation, tactical training of
the individual soldier, squad
movement techniques, and
rafting.
The FTX began Friday
afternoon as two helicopters
airlifted the cadets from UNH
to the red pine and low scrub
forest of the old campground
area of Pawtuckaway.
The helicopters, from the
. 3 9 7th Aero-Am b ula nee
Medical .Detachment , in
Concord, were flown by the
same pilots who fly rescue
missions around Mt. Washington.
Each cadet's equipment had
been brought to the park by
trucks called "deuce-and-ahalfs'? -from · the Manchester ··

National Guard Armory.
These six-wheeled, canopied
vehicles can travel almost
anywhere.
Once at the site, the cadets,
divided into two companies,
Alpha and Bravo, set up their
campsite shelters, collected
firewood and du latrines and

fire pits.
Cadets and instructors ate Crations for most meals. Crations, better known as "Cra ts", consist of a small cardboard box containing
lightweight cans of assorted
food items.
ROTC

a e 7

Jtinior Daniel ~Blair fastens a seatbelt before liftoff in an Army
!i~!~c_op_t~r Jas_t_w~ek. (Th:n_Sl<eer. photo). .. . _. _. . . - . ---- .--
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'Peeping Toni' reported
A report of a "Peeping Tom"
was received on Saturday by
the Department of Public
Safety by a resident of Forest

MATCHING YOUR
INTERESTS AND VALUES
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS

DOVER
ICE ARENA

Learn how to identify your work . ·
interests and motivations

Stick Practice
Mon.-Fri.
11 :30-1 :00
~

(,\

-

,:, ...A:: ~_j'

. - ~I
-

·d.,_

Thur~day, October ll ·
Public Skating
Mon.-Fri.
10:00-11 :30 a.m.
Sunday
3:00-4:30

-6:00-7:30 PM
Congreve North Lounge
Program Sponsored By
Career Planning & Placement Service

110 Portland Ave.
on
Kari~,an Route
"Dover A"

How to have class between classes.

Safety Officer was dispatched
to Christensen Hall for a fire
alarm activation.
Upon arrival at the scene. the
Fire Department advised the
officer that the alarm was
activated due to burnt paper on
the floor near the smoke
detector.
The incident is under
investigation.

Park. When the victim went
outside of the apartment the
subject was scared away. The
incident in under investigation.
On Friday a report of theft was
received by the Department of
Public Safety. Two swim team

Police News.

Early Sunday morning
Public Safety Officers were
dispatched to Sawyer Hall for a
report of Simple Assault.
Robert V. Richard Jr., 19, of26
Congreve Hall was arrested at
his residence on charges of
Simple Assault.
He was released on $500

members had their Field House
lockers broken into and had
their swimsuits stolen.
Value of the swimsuits was
$25.00.
Also on ,Friday, Jeffrey W.
Owen, 22, of 8 Strafford
Avenue was arrestect on
charges of Driving While
Intoxicated .

personal recognizance ttnd is

scheduled to appear in the
Durham District Court on
October 29, 1982.

He was released on $500
personal recognizance and is
scheduled to appear in Durham
District Court on October 29.
1982.

Crossword answers
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On Sunday, an employee of
Parsons Hall reported that the
antenna on his vehicle was
broken while parked in the
Parson's Hall Lot.
The cost of repair is
unknown at this time.
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APPEARING THIS WEEK
GOLDENAIRE
Formerly Billy and Dani

7:30 p.m. Randall Hall Coffee House
8:00 p.m. Stoke Hall Coffee House
9:00 p. m. Catnip Pub .
Fri. & Sat. (weekly)

SEAFARER'S TAVERN

STUDENT

TELEVISION .

NETWORK

STVN is now granti'ng
interviews for the foil owing
officer positions:

General Manager
Business Manager
Tech~ic8.l Engineer .
Apply Room 11'0 MUB
© General Foods Corporation 1982

_
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McGandy; a senior political
science major, is a supply
officer at UNH, responsible for
special field exercise
preparation and '"keepi_ng
everything in stock inorder."
Part .of his job is to supply
and hand out trainging aids
such as rafts, ropes compasses
and even food.
McGandy's work, which
earns hi~ University credit, is
prepariRg him for a career in
the military. After graduation
from his four year program this
May. McGandy will serve
several years in the reserves.
"I wasn't sure what I was
going to so with myself when I
got out of school. When all the

McGandy completed a customers." He first started
mandatory six week session of workin_g at McDonalds after
advanced camp in Fort Bragg, high scho~l in Laconia where
North Carolina and attended he was swing manager fot. a
three weeks of airborne school year. Now, in addition to
which qualifies him as a taking three courses, he works
almost 20 hours a week.
military parachutist.
He complains about low pay,
While at UNH, he is enrolled
in a military leadership and long hours and the tie which is
management course and in the part of his uniform. .
"Last Saturday, two buses
meantime, ROTC pays him
pulled up at 11 :30 (pm), a half
$100 a month.
"I use it for spending money · hour before we closed. I was
and stuff. I'm also responsible, there until 4:00 a.m. The pay
as an advanced course cadet, to isn't worth the grief. A swing
pay for my rations and to keep manager doesn't get · much
my hair cut. That's part of what more than the crew people,"
I'm suppose to use the money said Gorman.
"And the tie bothers me. It
for, "he said.
McGandy's roommate, gets into the mustard and

other seniors arc out running

Gorman,

· around for jobs when they get
out of school, 111 have a job. I
don't have to worry," said
McGandy who is from
Hudson, and the oldest of four
children.
"There's no other place
that'll give you this much
responsibility when you first
get out of school. I'll be a
platoon leader in charge of 40
people," he added.
During the past summer,

twenty-year-old

ketchup and it'~ vc1y hut ill tht

sophomore at UNH is
combining his freshman and
sophomore year ROTC
requirements into one year.
On the weekends, Gorman is
the a swing manager at the
Newington McDonalds next
to the mall.
'"I'm the one that's
responsible for day to day
operations, the nitty gritty
stuff, like replacing shifts and
cooking food and serving

summer time," he added.
But Gorman likes the people
he works with and admits the
job is flexible enough to allow
him a free weekend if necessary
so he can participate in special
ROTC functions.
He added, "Jobs are hard to
find and it's a. fun place to
work. I needed more money
then what my parents were
sending me (from Montana) so
I decided to get a job."

a

Halloween
Spe~ial

Get with it!
The. New Hampshire

COSTUMES
Start at $3

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review: Abeles,
Balderacchi, Laurent; and 3 Generations: · Evans, Frank,
Papageorge. Paul Creative Arts Center through Oct. 20. MondayWednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat. and Sun.
1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University Holidays.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: The sociobiological Attack
on Women - Val Dusek. Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room Memorial
Union. 12:30-2 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. Holy Cross. Field House, 3:30 p.m.
AMLL FILM: "The Trojan Woman"(Michael Cocoyannis). Room
303, James, 4 p.m. $ I.
_
MUSO LECTURE: John Stockwell - CIA Officer in Vietnam and
;'\frica and impassioned critic of U.S. foreign policy. Granite State · ·
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $1.50; non-students $2.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnicik's
Comedy "She Loves Me". Directed by Carol Lucha-Burns. Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. general ,$4; students and
employees/ senior citizens $3. Evening performances continue
through Oct. 21-23; 2 p.m. matinee on Oct. 20 (no evening
performance). Matinee school groups $1.
-WENESDA Y, October 20PO LITI CAL SCIENCE GRADUATE STUDENTS AND
MAJORS: Join the Poli. Sci. faculty for an informal gathering on
Wednesday afternoon, October 20th frpm 4:30 - 6 p.m. in Horton
Social Science Center, Room 310. Here's your chance to ask all
those questions and meet the other majors. Refreshments will be
served.
·
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. Paul Creative
Arts Center.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Northeastern. Field House, 3:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Providence. New Hampshire
Hall, 3:30 p.m.
.
FOOSBALL COMPETITION: Double elimination competition.
Open to all UNH students, faculty and staff. Games Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Registration at Games room desk.
NEW / OLD CINEMA: "Pather Panchali" (Ray). Room 110,
Murkland, 7 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "She Loves Me" Paul Creative Arts
Center, 2 p.m. matinee (no evening performance). General $4;
students and employees/ senior citizens $3; matinee school groups
$1.
- .. _
.
TH URSO~ Y, October· 21
MUSO FILM: "On Golden Pond"(Mark Rydell). Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "She Loves Me" Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m. General $4; students and employees/ senior citizens
$3. Continues through Oct. 23.
MUB PUB: DJ night with the Now Sound Express playing your
requests and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
50¢. UNH ID/ proof of age required.

MU.SO PHOTO SCHOOL
SECOND SESSION REGISTRATION
-

6 WEEKS OF QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHY INSTRUCTION

TOP

IN ADVANCED AND BASIC COURSES.

270 State St.
Portsmouth, N.H.

TRANSITI.O NS
"Work/Life Planning"
Janet Tucker, Manager of Student Advision
Services for DCE
Date: October 26

Time: 12:30 - 2:00

Place: Memorial Union Building, Room 320

One of a series of informal workshops and
presentations on issues of interest to
returning students.
An opportunity to meet friends and share
common concerns
for more information contact Cynthia Shar
862-2090

OCTOBER 15TH THRU 29T~
MUSO OFFICE- ROOM 148 IN THE MUB_
COST: $25.00---INCLUDES HALF SEMESTER
DARKROOM USE
FOR

MORE

INFORMATION

CHUCK

HUCKINS,

2-1485

Durham Bike
19 Jenkins Court
Durham- 868-5634
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-3

Tinte To Get In Shape
For Cross Country _Sk~ Seas<)n
Edsbyn And Roleto Road Skiis And Poles
Bicycle Rollers / "Racermate" / Turbo Trainer:
New or Used; Sale or Rent

Al[\Cannondale Bike Bags And Panniers

End Of Summ_e r
A LUNCHTIME SERIES
FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

CONTACT

PHOTOSCHOOL DIRECTOR
OR DON Ev A, DARKROOM DIRECTOR AT MlJSO,

Bike Sale
Protog Tights: $35.45 pr.

20% Off

~_eg.
Fuji Roayle 19", Red
$345.00
Lotus Classique 23", Blue
$410.00
$280.00
Fuji GTSE 25"
Lotus Eclair 21"
$350.00
Remaining Brooks Shoes: $ 10.00

Sale
$285.00
$340.00
$199.00
$299.00
p~.
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ltDJIDES

SENA.TE~· - - -

ACADEMIC
TAU BET/\ Pl TUTORIALS: Sponsored by
Engineering Honor Society. Thursday, Oct. 21.
A.S.M.E. Lounge, Kingsbury. I to 3 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
NOONTIME RECREATIONAL SKATING:
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Mondays and
Wednesdays. noon to I p.m., open skating;
Fridays, noon to I p.m .• stick practice, Snively
Arena. Facility is open for season: Student lD or
recreation pass required for admission.
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATIONAL
SPORTS: Offers the following classes to be held
Nov. I through Dec. 17 in the Field House unless ·
otherwise indicated. Registration is October 18
through 29, Room 151, Field House. Fees payable
upon registration are list'ed below for each class for
full-time undergraduate students and recreation
pass holders and all others.
SELF DEFENSE FOR WOMEN: Mondays
and \Vcdncsdays at '1 p.m. Fee: $ I 8 Students: , $25

for all others.
RUSH HOUR AEROBICS: Monday and
Wednesday, 5: 15 and 6:30 'p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday, 5: 15 and 6:30 p.m. in New Hampshi r~
Hall. $18 for students, $25 others.
SYNCHRONIZED SWIM INSTRUCTION
(Water Ballet): Mondays and Wednesdays. 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. Prerequisite is ability to swim front and
back crawl. Fee is $ I8 students, $25 others.
BODY BUILDING/ WOMEN'S WEIGHTS:
Mondays and Wednesday, 6:30 or 7:30 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 6:30 or 7:30 p.m. Fee is
$18 students. $25 others.
SPRINGBOARD DIVING: Class limited to 10
students. Tuesdays, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Fee is $15
students, $25 others.
ADULT BASIC SWIM: Tuesdays, 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. Fee is $15 for students, $25 for others.
LUNCH BUNCH AEROBICS: Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, noon to I p.m. Fee is $27
students, $36 others.

CAREER
MATCHJNG YOUR SKILLS AND ABILITIES
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Tuesday, Oct. 19.
Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
MATCHING YOUR INTERESTS AND
VALUES TO MAJORS AND CAREERS:
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Thursday. Oct. 21, North Lounge, Congreve. 6 to
7:30 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Offers
nutritional whole grain foods sold in a friendly,
work environment. Tuesday, Oct. 19, Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Membership fee $10 per year, $6 for 4 months.
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION: Sponsored by
Latter-Day Saints Student Association. The
doctrine, history, and current issues surrounding
the Mormon chruch will be discussed,
Wednesdays, Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m.
WESTERN EUROPE ON $4.99 PER DAY:
Mini-Series slide presentation and primer on
Scotland and other great places. Sponsored by
New Hampshire Outing Club. Monday Oct. 18
and Tuesday, Oct. 19, Outing Club Office, Room
129, Memorial Union, 7 to 9 p.m.INTERV ARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Special guest, Evangelist Cluffe
Knechtle. Wednesday, Oct. 20, Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
CHESS CLUB MEETING: Matches against other
chess clubs and agenda for the remainder of
semester discussed. Chess equipment provided.
Wednesday, Oct. 20, Room 53, Hamilton Smith. 7
p.m.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING: For new and old members.
Wednesday. Oct. 20:-Room 318, McConnell, 7:30
p.m.
SKI CLUB FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: All members and those wishing to
sign up. Wednesday, Oct. 20, Room 127, Hamilton
Smith, 8 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
\VEEKL Y MEETING: Thursdays, Notch Room.
Memorial Union, 12:15 p.m.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION
MEETING: Thursdays, Room M2l2, Paul
Creative Arts Center, l to 2 p.m. Carol Bense.
special guest from FieJd Experience will speak on
Oct. 21 at I p.m., Room M212. Paul Arts Center.
Remember your parents with rose. Oct. 22. sold
at MUB and Huddleston.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY CONFERENCE
INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Anyone

a

interested i_n participating in conference please
attend. Thursday. Oct. 21. Room 111. Spaulding.
3:30 p.m.
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: First general
meeting to discuss upcoming events. Suggestions
for activities welcomed and knowledge of German
not necessary. Thursday, Oct. 21. Belknap Room,
Memorial Union.? o.m.

SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING
- LECTURE: .. Leadership in Daily Living" by Dr.
Sieve Floyd and Christine Floyd. Thursday, Oct.
21, Room 139, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
TRIATHALON ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Any interested student, faculty or
staff is urged to attend. Thursday. Oct. 21. Outing
Club Office. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. First annual
University Triathalon will be held in May.
X-C SKIING DRYLAND TRAINING CLINIC:
Sponsored by Ski Team, Cory Schwartz (coach).
Dryland training methods covered with help of
UNH skiers and top NH high school coaches.
Sunday, Oct. 24. Field House. 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Admission: $3 per person.

COMPUTER
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below.Registration is required.Call 862-3527 Qr
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH ·personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated .
MICROCOMPUTER SEMINAR SERIES:
Focuses on various aspects of microcomputers.
Cycles through such topics as hardware in basic
system. peripheral equipment, operating systems,
communications and application software. Prior
experience with micros would be helpful in
• understanding jargon. not essential. Fnday, Oct.
22, 2 to 4 p.m.
MIC Explains how to store series of frequently
repeated monitor and program commands in MIC
file and have computer execute those commands
whenever appropriate while logged in at terminal.
Prerequisites: Beginning Timesharing: Beginning
SOS or Beginning XTECO. Monday, Oct. 25. 10
a.m.-noon. Fee $2.
INTRODUCTION TO CP, M: Teaches novice
basics of this popular system as well as proper care
and feeding of their microcomputer.
Recommended for all new CP./ M users, regardless
of their application. Monday, Oct. 25 , 2 to 4 p.m.
Fee $2.
CHANGE: Describes program which aids
conversion of character sets foreign to DEC I 0
from tape to disk and vice versa .Important for
converting data or programs from one computer
system to another. Prerequisites: Beginning
Timesharing; Tape Handling. Tuesday. Oct. 26, 2
to 4 p.m. Fee $2.

COUNSELING AND TESTING CE~TER
SUPPORT GROUP FOR NONTRADITIONAL
STU DENTS: Sponsored by Counseling and
Testing.This is an ongoing drop-in support group.
Tuesdays, Room 320, Memorial Union, 12:30-2
p.m.
STUDENT MENU ADVISORY COUNCIL
MEETING: Sponsored by Nutrition at Work.
Wednesday, Oct. 20, Small dining room. Stillings.
4 p.m.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER:
Eating Concerns: A Yardstick for Self-Image,
Cynthia Shar and Ellen Becker. Wednesday. Oct.
20. Schofield House. 7 to 9 p.m. For information
call 862-2090.

GENERAL
OFF CAM PUS CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Commuters! Your friends are looking for your
names and addresses at the MUB Information
Center. Please fill out the address change form on
Page 52 of your Caboodle; or pick up a form at the
Info Center or the Registrars Office.
LIFE SCIENCES AND AGRICULTURE
SCHOLARSHIP: Applications for the Barbara
M. Lucier Endowed Scholarship in the amount of
$1,000 for an undergraduate student should be
forwarded. supported by two letters of
recommendation, to: Robert 0. Blanchard.
Associate Dean, College of LS&A. Taylor Hall.
Deadline for completed applications is Oct. 29.
JUGGLING WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Commuter Transfer Center. Beginners welcome to
learn skills, demonstration by club. Tuesday. Oct.
19. Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
SEABROOK. CONSTRUCTION AND
TESTING: Speaker - Alan H~lshizer of Unit,"'1
Engineers. Sponsored by Civil Engineerir":,/
A.S.C.E. Tuesday. Oct. 19, Room 311, Kingsb, ·:·y.
I p.m.
'
FORESTRY CLUB SLIDE SHOW: Slides on
Alaska and Western Canada. open to public.
Tuesday. Oct. 19. Room 104 Pettee Hall. 6 p.m.
ON-GOING ORIENTATION GROUP:
Sponsored by Commuter Transfer Center.
Provides a place for commuters and transfers to
meet and share thoughts.. experiences and
questions in co-weekly meetings. Open session for
those who wish to join us on Thursday. Oct. 21.
Room 20 I. Faculty Center. noon to I p.m.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: The group
provides a safe. supportive environment for gay
women to socialize and discuss pertinent issues.
Interested UN H students, faculty and staff invited
to attend. Sundays. Phillip Hale Room. Paul
Creative Arts Center. 7 to 9 p.m.

<continued from page 3)
both committees, has elected
Senators John Hedberg and
Alan Riss to the Dining Service
committee. Mike Carbonneau
and Andrea Parker will serve
on the Faculty Center
committee. Bauer also plans to
involve two non-senators with
the investigative project.
In the meantime, Chairperson of Residential Life Mimi
Burns is taking action on the
issue of priority housing for
transfers.
"We sent a questionnaire to
13 schools, all non..-.private
schools with similar atmospheres to the UNH campus,
said Burns.
Burns wanted to know the

questions
and respond to
probiems:Commutersareurged
to attend.
In her communications,
Johnson voiced her reaction to
a proposal by the Trustee

Management Review Committee to contract out university
custodial services.
Through their proposal, the
committee is reacting to one of
five issues addressed in the
Governor's Management
Review Team report. Such a
contract would allow the
University to save some
$455,000.
'This issue is one that cannot
be judged purely on a financial
basis," said Johson. "We have

luta.l ciu oll111cnt, the number of

to consider what effects it will

undergrads on campus and the
numbers of freshmen,
sophomores, juniors and
seniors living on campus as well
as the number of transfers
housed by the school.
"We want to get an idea of
how some of the other systems
operate," Burns explained.
"Right now , housing for
transfers is a definite problem.
They are fifth on the priority
list behind incoming freshmen,
exchange students. medical
readmits and current on
campus students."
Burns said that 60 percent of
all transfers attended transfer
orientation, and of that group,
47 percent expressed a desire to
live on campus.
"Hopefully, these surveys
will give us some input as to
how to solve the problem," she
said.
Deb Leber, chairperson of
Judicial Affairs, announced
that "Meet Your Commuter
Senator Night" will be held
tonight at between 7 P.M. and
8:30 p.m. in the Transfer
Center lounge. Commuter
senators will be there to answer

have on student security of
personal belongings, safety and
quality and convenience of
cleaning."
Johnson urged senators to
remain alert on the issue, and to
consider the effect it would
have on currently employed
custodians.
"The State is looking at it
from a business perspective,"
she said. "But we're looking at
it from the point of view of the
students and how this will or
will not benefit them."
The Senate concluded their
session with an informal
discussion of student issues at
the suggestion of the Executive
Board.
Discussion centered on the
issue of the mandatory health
fee that could result in
additional cost to the student
body. Manv felt it would . be
wrong to require that students
pay a mandatory health
insurance fee in addition to a
fee for services at Hood House .
since many students are ~}ready
covered under their parents'
insurance.

5C

PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL
8½

X

11"

•

CAM PUS COPY . 47 Main St. 868-2450

Paul Petzolt
Wilderness Instructor

founder of Outward Bound
in America
founder of National Outdoor
Leadership School
founder of Wilderness Educators
Association
will speak in

*

Any donations will go to WEA
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ROTC ·- - - - - - - - - - - -·

The food items include a can
of compressed meats, a can of
three or four crackers and
dehydrated beverage mix.
grape jam or cheese for the
crackers, and a can of assorted
fruits or nut cake. An accessorv
pack containing_ matches,
chewing gurn, toilet paper,
instant coffee, cream
substitute. sugar, and salt,
along with a spoon and a can
opener. is included.
During rappelling and rope
bridging· on Saturday, cadets
learned the proper procedure
for the set up and use of the
belay and the bridge. The
rappel took place on a rock face
of about 35 feet in height;
cadets were instructed -in the
formation of a Swiss seat and
taught how to use it and rappel
to the base of the incline.
Cadets were taught three
ways of crossing the rope
bridge, including the combat
crawl and the monkey crawl.
To conclude these events, the
less-skilled cadets were treated
to an exhibition of rappelling
Australian style, by the 10th
New Hampshire Volunteers, a
group of elitely-skilled UNH
ROTC cadets. "It's amazing that there are
so many young people who
have never been higher than
fifteen feet in the air," said
Colonel Michael Everngam,
director of the UNH Army
ROTC program, while
watching the cadets attempting
to cross the rope bridge.
Besides technical training
value, this type of outdoor
adventure offers confidence-

(continued from paae 3)
building, leadership training, would treat him better and
accurate in their distant how to crawl though mud and
and a whole lot of fun, said ·•realize that we're not G.I.
measurements.
under barbed wire, while
Everngam.
Joes. We have many different
On Sunday, while the carrying rubberized M-16s.
During the afternoon, the majors just like other people;
freshmen and sophomore
In addition, they were taught
cadets were instructed in we're real people. We party just cadets learned techniques for how squads move in combat:
compass use before completion as much or more than other
using rafts, the juniors were lightly, expected, and possible,
of a land navigation course. people and we all have a good
instructed.in squad movement differing in speed and
Each cadet had to learn his/ her time."
and individual soldier tactics. formation.
own pace count to determine.
Following . the land
ROTC seniors were the
"Mostoftheunderclassmen
how far they travelled between navigation course, and special
instructors throughout the don't realize the amount -of
course checkpoints.
dinner of hot dogs and
entir,':! event.
time we spent in planning and
Although there were hamburgers, the cadets were
Cadet Major Paul Legere, rec on n a is s an c e for the
different courses, most were trained in night land
res1'onsible for this year's FTX, navigation courses and the
over I000 meters in length and navigation. Cadets travel in thought that the TTIS instructional classes. This was
traversed all types of ground.
pairs during the night highlighted the weekend for the the biggest part of the semester.
MS llls, becau~e it taught them It's definitely a great relief that
Cadet Sergeant Mark navigation, using a red-filtered
Polhemus · said his course flashlight, and have to be more how to react to enemy fire and it's all over." said Le~ere.
wasn't rough, but some of the
terrain was pretty rugged; there
were long uphill and steep
FINE ARTS~'\
downhill _ climbs, and many .
\,__
GALLERY, INC.,;
~
large rocks.
_
While several cadets waitc:u
s6 MARKET STREET, PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03801 ·
for their friends to complete the
land course, they talked about
·"$! .• •
their ROTC experience. Some
said they didn't mind wearing
their uniforms out in the
woods, because it was a lot
better than wearing them
around campus. But some
disagreed.
Cadet Second Lieutenant
Oakes' Plate 8
Joseph Altschul said there's
The Fnillconia Notch with the Lafayette House
constant harassment of ROTC
students on campus, but it
Over fifty hand-colored and framed prints
doesn't bother him.
depicting Portsmouth, Concord, Manchester and
••Even though the other kids
stare at you when you cross
the White Mountains in the 1800's are on
campus, or salute, or say things
display.
•
~t
like, ·•sack from maneuvers?",
I'm not ashamed to wear the
Gallery Hours, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m._ Tuesday through Saturday
·
uniform," said Altschul.
;
19th
Century
Amencan
Cadet First Lieutenant Dan
Stoneking agreed with
Altschul, saying he really
wished that other students '

l

~
~

~~~~~~~~~rnrn~
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(6◊3)436-8773
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II
51

Gallery Exhibit
~,
Now through November 6 ~.
"Nineteenth Century Views
of New Hampshire
I[
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Record Room
at

Town and Cantpus
blank cassettes -2 in package
Maxell UDXL-11 90 ---- $7.50
TDK DC90 ---- $3.99
TDK AD90 ---- $5.35
TDK SA90 ---- $7.25

·--------------------*COUPON * COUPON * COUPON* 1

I
1.
Good for one dollar off the price of any I

regular price LP or recorded cassette. I

(Budget LP's and weekly specials NOT I
I
eligible)
I
I Coupon must he presented at time of I
I purchase. Good thru Sun 10/24/82
I

----------------------

Intro. To Halloween 400,
A gut course you don't want to miss!

Course description: Learn how to get
ideas on the lastest Halloween fashions
for the Fall lineup of '82.
Scope out the models at a fashion
show held at The Franklin, Thurs.
Oct. 21, at 10:00 p.m.
Music by: Chris Martin Band

-~

-

--. -

--

All course
supplies
will be
available
at Things
& Things
and
Louise-'s.

.

64 Main Street. Durham
Open 7 days a week. 868-9661
VISA - MASTERCARD
. . ._

•

: ,.

l
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TRUSTEE--------<

President Handler raised the
question as to whether she
would have to obtain
permission from the committee
to use funds already approved.
"Would we have to ask
permission twice to use funds
which have aready been put
into the budget?" she said.
"The savings have been
identified and permission was
granted to use these as the
opera ting budget. To res ave it,
and ask permission again
makes it an impossible way to
run a business."
Trustee Jene Chase said, "It
appears we've been operating

under this motion already."
Chairman of the Trustees,
Richard Morse confirmed that
the recommended review
system was already built into
Trustees' expenditure procedures.
The GM RT proposal to set a
minimum net income objective
of 5 .5 percent from bookstore
operations was approved.
The - operational performance of the campus
bookstores (UNH, Plymouth,
and Keene) will -be assessed in
May, 1983 by the Finance and
Budget Committee to
determine if they are achieving

University Theater
60th Anniversary Season
presents

WHITEHOUSE

OPTICIANS
INC

the musical by Jerry Bock and
Sheldon Harnick

University of New Hampshire
Durham

Directed by Carol Lucha Burns

~neral: S4

_ Musical direction by
David Seiler and Nanette Arnstein
October 19,21,22,23 at 8p.m.
October 20 at 2 p.m ..
Preview: October 18 at 8 p.m.
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center

continued from page 1)
the mcome objectives while
maintaining acceptable service
standards.
If the bookstores fail to clear
the 5.5 percent margin, they
will be put up for possible
contracted operations. The
University would have the
opportunity to bid for
institutional operations.
A University bookstore
would be more beneficial than
contracted services, Sanders
said, because contractors aren't
as concerned about convenience for students, and faculty.
For example-, a contractor may
only keep books in stock for a
few weeks while the University
keeps them throughout the

USNH students, employees,
alumni; Seniors: S3

repazrs
eyeglasses
fo_r you.

Preview: SI

LEADERSHIP
IN

The proposal came from
GM RT findings that "an
inaccurate and untimely flow
of financial information" has
resulted in duplication of
financial accounting procedures and personnel.
The only recommendation
Trustees voted not to adopt
was the proposal to reduce the
Inventory Control staff at
UNH by one position.
Trustees did not accept this
proposal because it would
eliminate the only full-time
position assigned to maintaining computerized records
related to the control of
equipment and furnishings on
campuses of the University
System.

llSNH office~ in compiling ~nd

Prior to Saturday's meeting,

distributing essential program the Trustees had taken action
and resource data.
on five of the GMRT
Sanders said this motion wil recommendations which have ·
"result in a better coordinated resulted in $600.000 of savings.
system of communication
Currently, the projected
within the campuses."
savings for this fiscal year are
Also a pp roved by Trustees $290,000 and Saturday's
was a porposal to establish a ammendments will result in
USNH Financial Policies and about $730,000 in savings for
Planning Council to act as an FY 1984.
advisory body
to the
To date, the Trustees have
Administrative Board and the dealt with twelve of the original
Trustee Finance and Budget fifteen GM RT recommendaCommittee.
tions.
The Council will also serve a
a review and recommending
bodv for all new and revised
financial policies and as an
operational strategies group to
the USNH Vice Chancellor for
Financial Affairs.
"We need reliable financial
information· that the systems "
and campuses can use for their
own planning," Sanders said. -

American
Heart

Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Packag~
New England Center Restaurant

semester
The Trustees approved the
GMRT recommendation to
eliminate two positions in the
USNH Research Studies
Office.
In the next 90 days, the
positions of institutional
research officer and clerktypist will be dissolved. The
remaining functions of the
office will be realigned to
permit provision of systemwide and institutional data
through a liason relationship
between the Chancellor's office
and the USNH campuses.
The research office will also
receive increased responsibilities for assisting the
campuses and the central

742-1744·

Association

.M.USO presents.

• •

DAILY LIVIN-G
STEVEN &
CHRISTINE

FLOYD

Society for Wholistic Living
THURSDAY, OCT. 21
7:30 PM
HS 139

Appearing with john Perrault:

BILL MORRISSEY
with his unique blend of
acoustic guitar and off-the-wall humor.
Friday, October 22. 1982
in the MUB PUB .

Admission: $1.25
Doors open at 8:00

ALUMNUS----( continued from page 1)
we weren't concerned with it."
Rothwell said Handler was
opposed to the picture
••because she felt it might create
some problems in a legislative
year."
According to Rothwell, the
University has recently
received large donations from
alumni to help with alcohol
related problems on campus
and that the photo may have
given the impression that
nothing was being done on
campus about the use of
alcohol on campus.
"We wouldn't want people to
say •1ook at those kids in
Durham again drinking up a
storm and they can't afford to
go to school," Rothwell said.

Susan Litt!e, managing
editor for the Alumnus, said
the discrepency over the _cover
photo surprised her.
"I hadn't anticipated it. I had
checked out the cover with my
colleagues and my boss and
everyone thought it was very
nice," she said. ••No material
previously had to be OK 'ed by
the president so we didn't
expect anything like this would
happen."
Handler was not available
for comment.
According to Annette Ames
at the campus mail service in
Hewitt Hall , none of the
magazines were mailed out. ••Those were our orders,"
said Ames.

For The
Hard to
Please .

But despite having to change
the cover, the magazine was
mailed out only five days later
than usual.
••we turned it around very
rapidly," said Rothwell, '"that
was one of our concerns
because it had a lot of dated
information in it."
The magazines were
destroyed at the campus
incinerator, said Pat Miller,
interim director of Faculty
Service .

,

--- We Stock
The Hard
To Find!!

~

Secan4

Moin~!l!!~g

We Buy and Sell

Tue, • Fri . 11 30- 5; Sot. 10- 4

Used Furniture

'"--

659-5634

-

NIGHT GRILL

SPECIAL·
Hot Dog
Fries & Soda
$1.00
Reverend John Garvey
Glenmary Home Missioners

Available at the MUB's Night Grill
along with Sandwiches, Grinders,
Hamburgers, ·a nd a lot more.

Room

13 6

Box 46404
Cincinnati , Ohio 45246
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

OPEN: Monday through . Thursday
-4PM --7:30PM

_ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ip _ _ _ __

THE WORLD IS OUR CAMPUS

9'-<

·· ? ;

-~
.:· · & ·,,.·_ .
...

...

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt_
Haifa, Isael • Bombay, India • Colombo,
- Sri Lanka• Manila -P hilippines• Hong Kong
· • Keelung, Taiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester experience_is
uailahle to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augumented by ~isiting area experts.

OCT 30th HhLLOWLEN PAR1Y
with

Optional tours, including special tou~ into the People's Republic of China, available.

THE FOOLS

Semester at Sea admits stud..,1s withoat regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is
fully air-conditioned, t8;000 tORs-, rez:istered in Liberia and built in America.

Admission $1.00
Costume Contest
1st Prize - $50.00

'For a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea, lJCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call (714)
771-6590).

Representative will be in MUB Tuesday, October 19, and
•. u.1.
Thursday, October 21 from 11:00 to 2:00 p.m. .
...

. ,·
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Editorial
Reshaping the Granite
It took only three days for the Granite to run
out of yearbooks when the_shipment came in
last month. Those students who wanted
yearbooks but didn't get them aren't going to.
But the incident shows the Granite needs a
better system.

Those students who didn't get their
yearbooks were justly angered; argued one: "I
paid for it and I want it." But the Grani~s not
to blame either. It would be foolish {not to
mention an absurd cost) for the organization
to order 11,000 yearbooks. And yes, part of the
problem was that this issue was so late it had to

be sent to the_ members of two graduated
classes; but even so, a new system is needed.
The Granite should be run as many high
school yearbooks are: there should be a time
{about two weeks) when students can order-and pay--for a yearbook. Those students will
be assured of receiving a yearbook; the Granite
will know how many books to have pnnted.
It would not be fair to cut all Student
Activity Fee Funding to the Granite. Other
student publications take no student orders
before printing but still receive student funding
{although none nearly as much as the $6 per

student payment for a yearbook). And like
these other publishing organizations, the
Granite provides experience and opportunities
for students.
What should be cut is about three-quarters
of their funding. That amount could be
collected from each student who orders a
yearbook, giving the organization all the
money it needs to work with.
The Granite should consider a new system
like this, come budget time in the spring. All
students who want a yearbook will order one.
Those who don't want a yearbook won't have
to pay for one.

Letters
Bookstore
To the Editor:
Your October 12 page one story
on the UNH Bookstore requires
clarification with respect to several
points:
(I) The Bookstore's move to
become a "full-line" store selling
souvenir and soft-goods is a
decision made by the UNH
administration and bookstore
manager to strengthen the
financial stability of the bookstore.
Such action was recommended by
the Governor's Management
Review team, endorsed - by the
Trustee Management Review
Committee and its consultant
(Dayton M. Henson, UNH '36).
but initiated by the University.
(2) The many efforts being made
by Bookstore Manager John
Maier (and detailed in previous
articles in The New Hampshire)
and the University reflect the
University's commitment to
students and faculty to maintain a
high quality. service-oriented
bookstore in a difficult and
increasingly competitive time . The
Trustee Management Re v iew
Committee's recommendation s
s upport the efforts of the
University to maintain a campusoperated bookstore that offe rs
quality. service and convenience
and is financially stable.
(3) In citing a number of
advantages of campus-run
bookstores over contracted ( or·
privately operated) college
bookstore s ; I said pri vate
operators tend to keep textbooks
in supply for only three to four
week s (not "da ys" as you reported )
--- thereby causing inconvenience
to students and facult y.
(4) I a m a staff aide to the Board

1·

of Trustees Management Review
Committee, not "a member of the
Governor's Management Review
Team . ,. The seven-member
Trustee committee, working with
the campuses, is responsible for
evaluating the recommendations
to the campuses and the Board of
Trustees.
W. Arthur Grant
Special Assistant
Board of Trustees

Horse
· To the Editor:
As a part1c1pant in the
University of New Hampshire's
horsemanship program I was very
' disappointed to find that The New
Hampshire failed to cover the
University Horse Trials. Since I
entered UN H in 1980 the first and
. only article I've read in this paper
concerning the horse program was
Mary Doyle's unflattering article
of the first of October; the program
deserves better than that!
Janet Briggs, Amy Dickens, the
instructors ' class and all those
involved with the trials deserve
recognition and praise in a job well
done. There were incalculab le
hours put into the two-da y event so
man y hours that I can only begin
to acco un t for some of them here .
Hours that included : course
design, a nd building. regi stration
of compet itors, o rien tat ion for
judges as well as publ icity: not to
mention th e time put in on the da ys
of the eve nt - days which for man y
started as earl y a s 5 am .
On Sa turday the competition
opened with the d ressage test. then
began aga in on earl y Sunda y with
an exciting and often hairy crosscountr y competition which
spanned over a mile-a nd-a-ha lf
then fini shed with the clima tic
stadium j umping. And not o ne
pi cture in The New Hampshire - oh

Writing _letters to the Editor
l .c/f ers to the Edito r .f<>r p uh/ication in The Ne11· Ha 111psh ire
m us t he signed and n o longer than nt·o p ages typed, clouh/e spaced
fellers m ay he hrough t to R oo111 151 in The MU B. or 111ailecl to:
Lditoi-, The Ne 1r Hampsh ire, Room 151, MU B. UN I( Durham,
NH. 03824.

well- your loss.
Not only was United States
Equestrian Team member Karen
Stives on hand to watch the event
as well as team eoach Jack LeGoff
but team member Michael Plumb
competed in the horse trials. If the
' University of New Hampshire
Horse Trials are important enough
for people like this - why not The
New Hampshire????
Sincerely,
Holly Gardner

Photo
To the Editor:
Concerning the pseudojournalistic piece entitled "Pagan
Rites Observed in Durham" that
appeared on page eighteen of
Friday, October 15th's The New
Hampshire, I would like to point
out to the Features Editor and
Editor that the photograph
accompanying this trash article
was inserted ILLEGALLY. My
permission was never solicited.nor
would I have allowed my
photograph to run along side such
a mindless piece of journalism.
You are to be commended for
dreaming up the m os t tasteless,
ludicurous nonsen se, and t hen
having the audacity to write about
it.
E ven more in sulting than
running my work without my
consent. is the fact that_my name
was placed under the picture as to
imply that I agreed to. or at least
knew of its publication. The photo
was taken from my "do not use"
pile and reproduced for 10,000
readers to see. Where ma y I ask is
the by-line of the person who wrote
th is "article." Obviously, they
didn't want their name on this
crap, and I can't say tha t I bla me
them.
Thi s is an insul t t o the
readership of thi s paper. to the
cheerleaders, to Tim Skeer. Ph otoEd itor who tries to ru n a legi timate
department but whose effo rts a re
thwarted by clow ns, a nd especially
to myself. In four years at this
univers ity, I've never seen anythi ng
as un professional or obn oxio us.
Henri Barbe r
Photo-Editor
The Granite

Xeno Smith
To the Editor:
I REALLY appreciated the
opportunity to voice my views in
the Forum of your fine paper, and
I DON'T want to seem ungrateful,
but what the christ did you do with
the last three lines of eolumn
two?!? Alas, the frustrating,
bumbling absurdity of life strikes
once agian. (Heavy sigh) Anyway,
just for the record, would you
mind if I used this opportunity to
fill in the gap? Thanks. The two
aborted sentenc.es should read as
follows:
Stop· bitching about parking
fees and the price of beer and
realize that somebody may very

well be dumping toxic waste in
your water supply. Protesting
the clubbing of baby seals is all
well and good. but when they
drop the Big One we're all going
to bite it--us, the baby seals, the
whales, and the pigeons 'that
crap on your head as you walk
in and out of the buildings on
campus.
There. Oh, and by the way.
B.A.C.s are, indeed, Born Again
Christians. And I mean no offense
to you Christians out there--except
the obnoxious ones. I hope I
offend you as much as you offend
me. That goes for the Xenophobes,
too.
Thanks again, and say hello to
Martha for me. Oh, and by the
way, you'd better tell Bingo to set
the · record Straight. Somebody
over in the library is trying to start
a rumor that he is Xeno Smith. Or
maybe they're just trying to say
that Xeno Smith is the Pitts.
Love
Xeno L. Smith
(Xeno the Pithy)
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See you at the polls
B,: Bert .T. Bingel
I did something the other day that I have
never done before, I registered to vote. All I did
was go down to the city clerk's office, produced
my proof of residency and filled out a voter's
registration card. Very quick, .very easy, all
quite understated for the most powerful right
any American posesses.
On Tuesday, November second, I will
t;um,ummate my new round citizenship by
doing the ultimate act; casting my ballot. This
is not just merely a vote; it is my statement to
other Americans on how I feel about issues. By
voting I show people that I am willing to back
up my beliefs. I know that with my vote,things
can be made to happen.

1t seems though, that many Americans do
not understand the power of their vote nor how
fortunate we are to have the right. I don't have
to tell you that the world is full of men~who
understand that power and are doing all they
can to control it. Indeed, how fortunate we are
to have control over our destiny.
I believe that is the power of our vote that
sets America apart from many others, but the
power is being wasted. In the last gubernatorial
election only one in three eligible voters did so.
That is very poor. It means that the current
othc1als were voted in by a minority; Is that
how the system is supposed to work, by the
minority making the decisions for the
majority?
Why are people not voting? Is it because they
don't understand the issues, or feel that their
one vote won't make a difference, or that it is

all too inconvenient a process to go through?
All these reasons are irresponsible at best. First
and foremost it is a person's civic duty to vote.
How can the government be expected to do it's
job or fulfill the common needs if people do not
speak out for the policies they want and for the
people they want to represent them?
I hear people complaining -alot about how
the government runs affairs. I always ask, "Did
you vote?" Rarely do I get "yes" for an answer.
If you don't vote, you don't have a reason to
complain.
Today is the last day of voter registration.
Perhaps now is a good time to think about
your vote. If you have a civic conscience, you
know what you must do. See you at the polls.

Bert J. Binge/ is a columnist for T,he New
Hampshire.

Letters
Herpes
To the Editor~ r
The recent series of articles on
herpes was informative and
helpful. There is now some hope
that modern research techniques
will provide relief from this
affliction in the near future.
Recently, Molecular Genetics,

Inc. and American Cynanamid
company entered into an
agreement to attempt the
production of a vaccine for herpes
simplex virus strains that cause
both "cold sores" (type I) and
genital herpes (type II). A research
group at Molecular Genetics has
cloned genes from the herpes
simplex virus. A gene that codes
for a surface protein· has been
isolated and inserted into E. Coli
which. in turn, produced large
quantities of the protein. Using
this protein a vaccine has been

made that inactivates both type I
and type II herpes.
J.D. Morrison
Professor of Chemistrv
Associate Director of Research
Research Office
Horton Social Science Center

Theft
To the Editor:
Upon returning to campus this

fall, students found major
rennovat1ons to both residence
halls and academic buildings,
beginning the first stages of a
campus-wide face lift of . the
physical plant. Work is continuing
and in particular I would like to
cite Hamilton Smith Hall.
Currently the old concrete steps
are being replaced by granite slabs
that are functional improvements
and add aesthetically to the
exterior of the building.My reason ·
for writing this letter is that it has

-

corrie to my attention that over the
course of this past week some of
the granite slabs stored outside the
building have been stolen. We as
students can not tolerate this
behavior. We as students need to
take a stand for the physical
improvement of our campus and
urge and respect for those efforts
as well as respect for our
community in general.
Sincerely,
Karen A. Johnson
Student Body President
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('('For the go·o d of the U.S. and the world,
the CIA should be dismantled.'·'

MUSO
presents

JOHN STOCKWELL ·
A former CIA office~ in Vietnam and Africa,
'/; ·, ~;.. Sto~kvvell is an impassioned critic of U.S,. ·
~tJ;~-'i<~
Foreign policy.

, · · October 19, 1982 8:00 p.m.
GRANITE STATE ROOM
$1.50 st_u dent/$2.00 non-student
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Arts & Features
Virtuoso flutist Carol Wine enc .p erform,s
By Kathleen Loughlin
Last Friday night, music
lovers young and old filled the
Grani-te State Room to its
capacity. Anticipating the
recital of nationally recognized
and established Flutist Carol
Wincenc, the audience
impatiently buzzed.
Suddenly, without an
int rod ucti on, the artist,
complete with pianist and
pageturner, rose to the stage
and too·k full command of the
restless crowd.
She brought her golden flute
to her lips and produced a
sound that hushed, entranced
and captivated the audience for
the rest of the evening.
Flutist Carol Wincenc's
celebrity series recital was a
musical treat for all who
attended.
The first piece, "Mozart's
Sonata in C Major," consisting
of three spirited movements.
The allegro movement
displayed a delightful, airy,
lyrical style. Staccato notes,
light and detached, were the
dynamic feature of the
following menuetto movement.
Pianist Patricia Michaelian's
complimentary rhyming
sequences highlighted the last
of these Mozart movements.
Ms. Wincenc, confident and
composed, spoke to the
audience oj Theobald Boehm,
the arranger of her second piece
entitled, "Four Leider of Franz
Schubert." Boehm, an
accomplished musician,
revolutionized the woodwind
instrument system. This
Schubert arrangement entailed

the "joy and heart throb" of
aquiring and losing love.
Ms. Wincenc was the
ultimate mode of expression.
Her graceful waltzing
movements enha need her
romantic, lilting style. Her eyes
conveyed feelings from sorrow
to hope to finally the joy
achieved in the last movement.
Her musical sensitivity and
interpretation enabled her to
relate these emotions to the

flawlessly memorized. Every
rhyme sequence was played
twice; first with a full rich, tone,
then mimicked exactly in a soft,
echo-like fashion.Her delivery
of each echo was acute and
exact. Although she was
without accompaniment on
this piece, her clear, genuine,
sound successfully filled the
auditorium.
She humorously added that
the score suggested that "'the
echo of the flute can be
audience.
Martuinu's "First Sonata for
increased by the effect of an offFlute and Piano" best stage player." Needless to say,
exemplified this flutist's Carol Wincenc held her own. .
Throughout the duration of
versatility. Pianist Ms.
Michaelian contrasted the concert, Ms. Wincenc never
Wincenc's harmonies well. The seemed to· tire nor show any
effect produced by this duet signs of nervousness. Her finale
ranged form · soothing to did not by any means bring the
stormy. The flutist's expansive concert down to a denouncerange was exhibited as she ment. It was one climactic
played numerous runs. Her surprise after another.
tone was clear as she
Francis Poulenc's "Sonata
articulated each individual for Flute and Piano" was an
intricate piece involving
note.
different double tonguing,
Wincenc continued versitility in .her post-intermission vibrato contrasts, and dramatic
piece, "Sonata in G Minor" by rhythm changes; all executed
Johann Sebastian Bach. Her effortlessly. Two brief encore
volume control was amazing in pieces followed. Her last note
the various forte to double was clear, ·jubilant, and
forte transitions. While the seemingly held forever.
Her talent and sensitivity
middle - adagio movement
embellished with a warm worked together to convey the
vibrato and a low resonant message of herself and her
sound, the two allegro·· music to the audience. Other's
movements were brisk and have been quick to recognize
her attributes. Since winning
airy.
"Echoes for Solo Flute" was the Naumburg Flute Competian unusual piece originally tion in 1978, Carol Wincenc
written for flute and recorder has established the reputation
by Jacques Hotteterre Le as one of today's foremost flute
romain, an outstanding French soloists. She has appeared on
composer. The piece was Lincoln Center's "Great

Flutist Carol Wincenc. (Tim Skeer photo) .
Performers" series four times for the music is really what's in
and in April, 1981, was born." She maintained, "the
featured on NBC's "Today rest is determination and belief
in oneself. Believe in what you
Show".
The New York Times can do and you will find your
declared that, "Ms Wincenc's place." At thirty-three, she has
indisputable inborn gift is found her place. To those
impressively in evidence present at her recital it was
evident.
throughout the evening."
Carol Wincenc is a talented
But is her gift strictly innate?
Wh~n asked, she replied that it performer with a sensitivity for
was only partly so. "Sensitivity both her music and her
audience

Pontine Movement Theater of Portsmouth: pure artistic expression
simple deliberate movement of
By John Grady
a woman's arm in silence
On the c~tting edge of arouses feelings of hope and
communication, Pontine beauty in the observer. The
Movement Theater strips · movement is born deep within
performance to its barest the artist. You sense it
element: the human body. The beginning somewhere u~der

Pontine Movement Theater dancers show practised form.

the heart and growing out until
the arm finally moves. This
movement flows into another
and naturally into another until
it recedes into the motionlessness from which it began.
"I'm a statue that will move,
a frozen moment becoming,
changing: . .! see something, -it
fills me up, I respond and then
it passes," commented a
breathless, post-'performance
M. Marguerite Matthews. (She
gingerly rubbed a sore chin
caused by a punch she received
while under a costume. " I'm
glad the audience could 'nt see
· 1t." Theater can be rough).
Forty people experienced
this unique, ground-breaking
form of theater in comfortable
new red-cushioned seats at
Market Square Studio in
Portsmouth last Saturday
night.
The program presented a full
spectrum of the company's
abilities. Opening with a whitetuniced woman (Matthews)
reading from the artistic
philos-ophy of corporeal
mime's founder Etienne
Decroux, while three women
( Ponti me m·embers Ellen
Brown and Anne Sauve who,
like Matthews, have studied
: with Dec_foux in Paris, along
with apprentice Erika Batdorf)
dressed in tights, shifted their
heads and necks,rocked thefr
hips and moved in unison while .
they abstractly illustrated the

narrative.:.
Decroux's system
scales movement like music
into manipulative, discernable
parts going beyond mime,
which often suggests or
imitates something else, the
movements themselves are the
message. The ·pleasing grace
and deliberate harmony of the
dancers sensuously expressed
the detm1t1om. of art being
read.
.
.. Umbrella" followed to
the gentle strains of a Bach
Harp piece. A solitary dancer
(Matthews) discovered an
umbrella, tipped it gently over,
hid behind it and began a flight
of whimsy using all the
umbrella suggested. Assaulting
the audience or coquettishly
posing with it she made much
use of gesture · and facial
expression.
Pon tine's newest work · was
then presented in which they
depart most dramatically from
traditional mime: they speak.
In "Coming and Going" the
words are used to shade and
· define the action. One dancer in
pink and another in blue tease
each other attracting and
repelling as they move and
react. "I'm leaving" one says.
"Where will you go?" asks the
other. The deliberate and
sudden movements of the
choreography were punctuated
by other phrases. "Y oo-hoo,
Yoo-hoo" she caJls and then

seductively "Leaving?" "I think ·
I'll stay here, "is the reply.
i
"Arms" uses not only · words but hummmg sounds the ·
three performers produce like
singing. This peice exhibits the
highly visual elements of
Pon tine as they use their arms .
to portray various images in
arranging and dis-arrangfog
movements. Two of them trade
comments on the third 's
motions: "Th~t's new""Clearly
new".
A lilting chant of "Gaucam o le, Grape, Ginseng,
Gumdrop" began the fun-filled
action pie~e.~ "Hungry." The
dancers chant and move .
through a vegetable encyclopedia of food from "nut-nutnuts" to three peas in a pod,
they survive a shark attack by
squashing it, taste each other
and end in a blessed ceremony
of water, wine and zebra steak.
Anne Sauve i11 a white dress
gave a solo performance set to
violin music using a fan and all
_it suggests in a series of
movements, (similar to the
"Umbrella'' peice).
Ellen Brown followed alone
in a piece depicting an
, •• Archer". She portrayed the
pensive, cautious stealth of the
hunter as well as the p~in and
death of the victim.
The company in red, yellow
and blue jumpsuits tpen

PONTINE, page 14
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PanOntllJe Gallery operu, new show

--PONTINE---

. (continued from pap 13)
-shown at the· Gallery's current . c o JI ege Degree: 1982 • B.F.A ..
presented
an
ambiti.ous. Pontine" sign up cards was
s how f rom 0ctober 16 to 28.
· University of New Hampshire
abstract,
highly
visual
piece. placed in front of the audience.
-The Gallery is open Tue~ay Activities: Member of Students
thru Saturday from JO until Arts Council, Co-editor of called .. Beginnings'". set to an Each performer took a turn
electronic space music waddling. slouching or
UNH Fine Arts Magazine,
background . . Interweaving bouncing up as a comic
.t_=l_tEN .GRANT
1982
.
through
various patterns. they character to read and sign the
High School Diploma:
ANNE WEBER
s·
.ore American c
Mrs. Weber has had an interest lined up portraying a six-armed little card. - in a mini-mime
woman then separated into show.
in art since she settled in
The consensus of audience
Durham in 1962. She,received a other . alignments and
B·S in Chemistry from arrangements. They gracefully members sipping sherry was
• Marquette University, came to and discordantly expressed the that Pontine was powerfully
Durham with husband James changing sometimes difficult. reaching its potential and
who is Professor of Chemistry rythyms of the music. rising verging on new breakthroughs.
at the University of New and receding, moving and ••They'll be having national
impact in a few years," was one
Hampshire, raised three stopping.
The basic element of persons comment. Some
children and took part in many
art groups in the area. After Pontine's work is stillness. negative comments about the
vigorous study, Mrs. Weber Emotion is felt and as the abstract .. Beginnings" were
achieved her B.F.A. from the tension of it i.ncreases and fills heard while .. Hungry" seemed
University of New Hampshire up t h .e performer the to be the favorite.More of this
last June. She is a member of movement grows and plays comic. humorous side of
the New Hampshire Art itself out. The well conditioned . Pontine could be well received.
Assoc1auon and exhibits across bvuh;::o, anu finely tuned
The final piece was an
movements combine elements
the state with that group.
elaborate ••play" called One
of
dance
with
the
abstractions
RICHARD BRAYTON
Two Three" complete with
Cornell University awarded of poetry. Each piece is a props, costumes, music and
concept
with
a
beginning,
Mr. Brayton a Bachelor of
lighting effects. The images are
Architecture in 1939. He was a . middle and end allowing the striking, the action mysterious
audience
to
interpret
it
freely
partner in a New York City
and profound. The audience is ·
firm until 1962 when The and personally.
drawn in to the surreal
University of New Hampshire
The influence of the Oriental landscape the actors create and
hired him to become Director genres of Noh and Kabuke inhabit.
of Physical Plant Develop- ' (which Matthews · has studied)
The finale was an exciting
ment. This, the largest capitol are evidenced by the visualness
improvement program in the and · intensity apparent within visual treat as the dancers used
history of the University the performers. Blending this sticks to create geometrical
system, included the Keene, with Decroux•s corporeal shapes that sing, twist and
Plymouth and Merrimack mime vocabulary and their dance. As one audience
Valley campuses as well as The O\Vn originality Pontine member remarked, •Tll take
New England Center for achieves spellbinding comm- away and recall many of these
images."
Continuing Education. Mr. , unication.
The show is on again Oct. 22.
Brayton retired book of verse,
As the intermission began a 23 & 24 at 8 pm . in Market
remodeied a historic Durham
The Parsonage Gallery's riiw show features works of UNH
home and has been a genuinely small table with .. Friends of · Square Studio, Portsmouth.
graduates Ellen .Grant and Anne , Weber (C. Blackmar photo,
fine
fellow to know.
·.

The•Parsonage Gallery at 10
-Newmarket Road in Durham is
currently featuring the works
of Anne Weber and Ellen
Grant. graduates of the UNH
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Program. Work by local artist ·
Richard Brayton will also be

Scope Presents

THE

PAT
METHENY
GROUP
Nov. 14th
Field House

8:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale: MUB Ticket Office
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IJRRARY---·"_' ,_._._;. _.-~________:~~( continued from page 1)
"It leaves the woman feeling
somewhat intimidated. They
get rattled and embarrassed,"
Clark said.
Boston City Public Library
director Gerald Reedy said
they can only take action if the
victim wants to take charges
against the offender.
The student harassed in the
Portsmouth Library said, "I'd
been in the library for about
two and a half hours and there
was a man sitting there for
about an hour and a half. He
was wearing a ski jacket and
reading books on farming and
construction. You know, stuff
you wouldn't browse through
on a Saturday afternoon.
After he'd been thc1 c fo1
· about an hour or so, I looked
over at him and he was
masturbating."
•• At first I felt shock and
disbelief. Even though it had
happened to me once before in
the UNH library. I reported it
to Campus Police (when it
happened). They said he had
done it before and they never
did anything about it."
Then I felt anger, she said. "I
was angry he had the nerve and
power over me to interrupt my
studying.
I looked him right in the eye
to let him know I was angry. I
didn't want to do anything that
would make him enjoy it."
"I went downstairs and told
the librarian. She said, 'Oh
God, this happens all the
time ."'
After that the victim said a
man went upstairs to confront
the offender.
"I thought he was going to
call the police but the next
thing I knew, the guy was
walking out the door.
"I was on the verge of
hysteria and I said to the
librarian, 'That's him! You're
letting him goL"'
The librarian said, "We can't
have him arrested, it's not
illegal."
The man left and the
librarian refused to call the
police. The victim then
proceeded to the Portsmouth
Police station, filed a
complanint . and drew up a
composite sketch of the
offender.

SANDERS·
(continued from page 1)
Finance and Budget Committee and chairman of the
· Committee o_n Employee
Relations.
Sanders also was re-elected
to the position of legal advisor
to the Board:
Richard A. Morse was
elected to his sixth term as
chairman of the Board. He has
served on the Board since 1971
and is a member of the law firm
of Sheehan, Phinney, Bass and
Green.
Mrs. Elisabeth MclaneBradley was re-elected to the
position of secretary to the
Board. Both she and Sanders
have been members of the
Board since 1979.
In their Saturday meeting,
Morse paid tribute to
Holloway -for providing
outstanding leadership for
both the presidential search for
UNH in 1979-80 and the
current chancellor search·.

Later the library director, ·
Sherm Prid called her to
apologize_for the treatment she ·
received.
"He {the offender) didn 'tjust
ruin my Saturday afternoon,
his image keeps popping back
into my head," the victim said.
"My privacy was violated
because I was minding my own
business. I was ready to go
home in despair but I thought if
I reported it and even if they
didn't catch him, it would be on
the record.
"It's bad enough that I have
to be afraid to walk home from
the bus, but to be afraid to be at
the library on a Saturday
afternoon is ridiculous."
"I fdt thty wtre p1otecting
the masturbator more than
me," she said.
UNH Police detective
Richard Bates said there were
two such related events this
summer at fhe UNH library.
They both occurred between
3 p.m. and 5 p.m. in the
afternoon and involved men
exposing themselves to women·
in the library.
Donald Vincent, director of
the Dimond Library said the
offenders are usually outsiders
and not other students.
He said the library's policy is
to call UNH Security officers
and let them deal with the
offender.
Vincent said the incident rate
of sexual offenders is quite low
but the library administrators
have requested that a full-time
security officer be assigned to
the library.
Due to current budgetary
restrictions, -though they
haven't been able to get one yet.
Director of Public Safety,
Dave Flanders said he thought
the possibility of security
guards is fine if there was
additional funding.
"I would support additional
security in the area," he said but
cited lack offunds as the reason
they could not assign an officer
to the building.
Davis said the Nashua
library has dealt with the
problem of public harassment
by employing a security guard

who also performs janitorial
services as well.
"The way we manage our
resource is the janitorial and
security job is combined," he
said.
Vincent and Flanders agreed
this would not work for the
UNH library because the two
jobs involve different
requirements and pay scales.

"It would involve different
pay rates and different training
requirements," Vincent said.
"The security office has a
responsibility to patrol the area
and respond to calls."
"A dual iob is not a practical
approach," Flanders said.
"They are totally distinct and
separate functions."
Reedy said Boston City

Library employs a security ·
agency to deal with harassment
problems.
"We haven't reached
Nirvana but it has made it
better," he said.
Reedy and Davis agreed that
the presence of a uniformed
security guard in-their libraries
had been a definite deterrent of
sexual harassment.

VOID WHERE INHIBITED

ROMEO
,.
VOID
11

•••

the sort of album, rare in any era, that rewards repe_
ated close listening ...
stylish stuff ..." Musician
Romeo Void. "Benefactor."
Including "Never Say Never!' New, on Columbia Records and Cassettes. _.._
Produced by Ian Taylor and Rick Ocasek. "Columbia " is a trademark of CBS Inc.

c'

1982 CBS Inc.

.a

♦

Available at your favorite record store -

CAMPUS GAME·CENTER
. Main St. Durham, N.H.

Featuring the latest in video and pin~_all games

SUPER FREEBIE COUPON BRING THIS
AD
WITH YOU!
GREAT GAMES!
GREAT MUSIC!

D
CA-

TRON
TEMPEST
DEFENDER
SUPER PINBALL
DIG--DUG
CENTIPEDE
MS. PAC-MAN
AND MUCH MORE!

Coupon good thru 10/25-one coupon per person-one freebie per day.
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comics

- ·BIOLOGY
·
(continued from page 3)

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
,rs EVE.LYN .•. r t:AN'T

Hoss., OL' BVZ>J>Y,
Ho1,.1 C.OHE YOU't.E
t.061'.l,Jfr SO

.:Sl'J1FF::
l>O"'T YOU
GUYS £VER.

BUHl1ED ?!

~

~t>THE

HEAl>LINE'S?
J

... ..,

-----------.

·Bv BfilON O'CONNOR

8£UEVE SHE'S LEAVING- us!
I FELT UKE 1 WAS 711ST
GffTIN6- TO K~W HER.,
ANI> NOW SHE'S l.EAVIN6-,
A8ANDONIH6-I

~MIE HAS l>EVEZ.OPEI> A

. . . SEEMS
OEPll'U~ IS .
ALl\f£ AM>
WcLL AN!)

M01HElt.. C.otffUX U\/INlr IN/
FOR 7Hf' 'Pff.£Z ? l>UIUfAM.

us

C

,.,.,,,.

... ,._,

If<

DARE T EVEN
1HIN~ THATOUlt..

\ '~

r

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELL
~INe ~ ™E'GLCW

OF M~ NOGE, I'V ,A'( HE
~~UMED Ae:x,1' SITOF
nlEIR ANNUAL, RUM
~lJCnON....

J;:b~-~
Y~-1,&

© Jefferson Communi cations. Inc. 1982
Distributed bv Tribune Co an S ndlcate Inc.

By B_ERKE BREATHED

BLOOM .COUNTY
~'T 8£ A10TALIGNOAAMVS. NOW
G€Tro.NN.'

GOOPeleNING,

M88I. AH ...

TH6 NIGHT 15
CQX, MYUJVE,
WARM ... l£MMf,

./

'TH6NIGHT

-.,...---------.
(tlf'
,,,MV.,(.J}Je..

WAF.ll\!<£Wll,
?~

JI -

11N

ANOTHER
f,,/N6.'!
1RV
"VOOMPHl AN{J1ff8<

WARM

15 C,00(, ...

/

WARM YOV.

'

UNt;.~1

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
' Totted UP
7 Con
14 Mike
15 l11plles
17 lltcken,ork
material
18 Con
19 Part of BTU
20 Suit mater la 1
22 Part of A8"
23 Express Ion of
disapprova 1
24 Textile-coloring
tnethod
25 Slangy pistol
26 Japan, China. etc.
(2 wds . )

28 Choose
30 Like di rt roads
33 Miss Oberon
34 Famous astronaut
37 Rater of m.p.g.
38 Microwave device
39 Ca 1cu 1us concept
40 He1dl ight iwi tch
42 Climbing vines
43 Pause at Indy
(2 wds.)
47 Character in
"Little Woolen"

48 Bette Divis 1110vie, 11
"The Petrifi~ - "
51 • - Clear Day .... • 12
52 Spanish surrealist
painter
13
54 Foretokens
16
S5 God of war
56 Decorative shelves 21
58 Rhythllls
24
60 Ann-. Lincoln ' s 27
ill-fated fiancee
28
61 Girl in "The
29
Graduate"
62 Steals a 91 impse of 31
(2 wds . )
63 Like some cells
32
34
DOWN
35

J Neck part
2 Muse of astron0111y
3 Field of expertise
4 Jatnes Arness
role
S Greek vowel
6 Jerry Helper ' s
occupation
7 Hurt
8 Thick and sticky
!:I Battery terminal
10 Terre Haute ' s state
(abbr.)

"And word fr0111
our sponsor"
Creme de menthe
cocktails
Part of an octopus
Skim a 1ong a
surface
Hosed down
Ridicules
Sergeant Silko
Kelly
TV producer Nonnan,
and family
Prefix for gram or
graph
Deflate. as spirits
Faint I ight
Pa int the town red

(3 wds . )
36 Leave one ' s

homeland
41 Dancing faux pas
44 Lacking vigor
45 Certain tie score
46 Did not bid
48 Crosses a stream
49 Watch brand
SO Adjust one ' s watch
53 Make eyes at
55 " lt"s ... world"
57 '" A mouse: "
59 Hi gh note

Answers on page 4

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

81/TldHAT
"THISISNO
Pl!) /Jt/Cle . UNCle T/MeFOR
FR£IJ eV!:R ff?eP? SENT!Ml:N7All7Y/7He
IXJ 70 Y(J{i?
/
f!C[N)';IY'S

3

ATSTAKe
H/;ll£/ I

t~

creating questions we need
answered in this evaluation,·•
Condon said ... we•ve already
sent the Review Team all
curriculum, course outlines, a11
the master plans from each
department. We have salary
data and faculty resumes
available to them.- It's not just
an issue of administrative
structure. They're definitely
looking at the courses here
too."
Questions the Review T earn
will deal with include an
evaluation of degree programs
and courses, equipment and
facilities; organization and
space of the University Library
system for biological sciences.
An

assessment

of

the

structural · arrangement of
biological sciences at UNH will
also be made.
Condon did not deny that
department restructuring and
relocating was an important
issue in this e¥aluation .
.. It's very touchy, because it's
so political," he said.
Most of the biological
sciences are recipients of Land
Grant and Cooperative
Extension funding. "Microbiology and Zoology are two
departments not affiliated with
these at all," Condon said.
"They are not going to want
to move into this affiliation and
away from their interests just
like we don't want to move
· away from Land Grant and ·
Cooperative Extension," he
said.
Zoology Professor Jim
Haney said the Zoology
department is presently
looking into the advantage and
disadvantages of being in the
school of Liberal Arts.
"We met last week and got
nowhere," he said. "So we're
meeting again this week · to
discuss why or why not we
should be in Liberal Arts, and
mainly what is it that makes us
want to be here?" Haney said.
Microbiology Professor
Tom Pistol said the department
would like to stay in the school
of Liberal Arts.
.
"We consider ourselves a
basic science. We have
cooperative research interests
with biology and engineering.
We don·t feel best suited to go
to any particular specialty
co11ege or school,•• Pistol said.
Microbiology was origina11y
in the school of Life Science
and Agriculture during the
1940•s when there was one
biology department. .. But the
various departments split
because of diverse interests,"
Pistol said. ..We are geared
toward basic research. Our
funding and research is
different from specific
biological science methods in
the school of Life Science and
Agriculture. Our studies are
from a different approach."
Microbiology receives
funding from the National
Institute of Sciences, the
Department ofDefense and the
National Science Foundation.
Following the evaluation,
the Review Team will submit a
report to President Handler.
The Task Force will review that
report.
"Realistically. any changes
would have to be made with the
cooperation and agreement of
the particular department,"
Condon said. ••Any results
from t~e evaluation may go
into effect by next year."
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FOR SALE: 1981 Toyota Corolla SR-5
Coupe. Sunroof. AM / FM / Stereo Tape,
snow tires on separate wheels . Excellent
Condition. Call 862-2753 Weekdays
8:00-4:30 p.m. or after hours 868- 7435
or 569- 1 738.
SCUBA GEAR • Oacor Steel '72" Tank.
Oacor regulator, Buoyancy Campensator,
men's medium wet suit, Women's
medium wet su it . All equipment
i nspected and in excellent condition . Call
Rus at 431-2000 x 278 days, 436-9251
nights and weekends.
1977 GMC ¾ Ton Van, 350 cu in. V-8, 3
sp. Standard Transmiss ion , 24,000
original miles. $2750. 1977 Lil' Cat Cargo
trailer. 12 ft. trailer, w ith 8 ft. fully
enclosed box, 15" wheel, electric brakes,
$550. Call 749-3962 Evenings and
weekends .
1974 Toyota Carrolla S.W . AM Radio,
A .C., Automatic plus 2 snow tires.
Inspected and ready to go ! AsKmg
$850.00 or 8 .0 . Call Kyle at 6592265.10/ 22
1969 Camaro. Runs great! Body needs
work . Asking $1000. Call Tracey 8689882. K~ept~yin~g_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
·1978 Olds Delta 88 - 2 dr, auto, Ac,
AM/FM radio • $2500. Also TRS-80
Model I Computer 48K w / Expasion
interface S1200 Call 772-4093
·
For sale: Timberland Boots - size 9, too
small for me but are BRAND NEW. Call
868-5314, ask for Dennis

Help Wanted

j[Il]

·Housekeeping Department needs a work-'
study beginning early morning hours.
-Reasonable pay. Call Laur ie Landry at
862-2656 for an appointment .
MEN! - WOMEN! - JOBS ON SHIPS!
American . Foreign . No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career . Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX. Dept. 0-14 Box
2049, Port Angel~s. Washington 98362.
A unique experience combining
academics, world travel , and world
ctrlture! "Semester at Sea " , come find out
what it's all about! Representative in
MUB Tuesday Oct. 19 and Thursday Oct
21 from 11 :00-2:00. 10/ 19

Lost and Found
Small reward for LOST blazer Oct . 7 at
AGR 's Ladies Tea . Short, light gray
(tweedish) blazer. PLEASE return the coat
either to AGR or see Tracy in Jessie Doe
104, also see Tracy for reward .

Penon~s

]~

Dave B.-From Young Drive . call Tim at the
newspaper. (I lost your phone number.
Matt C.- Nice shot. Next time try to make
t he toilet .-Skip Chris, Pete, and Markum
Kee-mum, Next t ime lets make it 5 bottles
so we w ill All pass-out at 8 :00. Bill the
R.A . get a girl · friend. Eric Shut-UP.
Reeeeet ! Dave Stoke sexth.
To all reporters for The New Hampsh ire :
crit ique this Wednesday in HamSmith
103 at 6 p.m. Be there, or you won 't get
pa id. Get excited.
Leave my Pat Benetar albums alone'7???
Hi Ed. Hi Ed. Hi Ed . Hi Ed. Hi Ed . Hi Ed.
okay--are you satisfied. (I doubt it).
Hey electric eyes : Disco pac-man says:
Smile pretty for the camera; We 'll give
Dick Rodent a REAL show. WORD!
Nutwomen.
Andy and Ji-rn - -Hope you haven 't given up
yet. Here it is, your very own personal!
What more can you ask for; a night out in
Portsmouth. a barbeque, and now th is.
Now its your turn to return the favor . And
don 't forget to unplug yQurselves from the
computer . Patty and Katie
Paul--lts a good th ing we finially hit a
good movi e, three str ikes and we would of
been out. Had a great time . See ya around
right?
Cary - Thanx for letting me babys it
Mildred. We had a great time together th is
weekend! Hope you 'l l br ing her by for
visits. Love Aun ty B.
Suey-- Get psyched for another week of
r unning . NACHO.
Hetzel 1Oth --H i guys.sorry I have not been
around lately but after th is week of tests
are over I'll be vis iting often . I know - not
him again, Love you too-D .
Lynne - You're the best dancing partner !
Don 't worry about things with Brandon,
I'm sure everyth ing will work out right .
Remember, I love ya Terry.
Hey Jess! What has four legs, pink f ur and
knows everyth ing about you? TO
Scarpie - See you 're so wrong . I am
superior!
Dear Michelle Fecteau - Have a super
weekend w ith Bob! You are a swee·;ie of a
roommate . Love ya !
To the boys of PKA - Thanks so much for
making my 21st the best! You are great!!
Love. Annie B.

CLASSIFIED

Chad - ,Sorry about make fun of the way
you talk. Oh, do you want your hair done
again?

. Todd Schell - How the helris Texas? I hope
Houston is treating you well. Can't wait to
hear the war stories.
Now that we have your attention - Todd,
We miss you, please come home, we need
hugs. Joy and Deb.
Frank Daniels - I'm still waiting for a
letter! Durham is not the same without
you . Joy.
C.J.G. So it didn 't work out this weekend
so what! We 've still got many weekends.
We 've just got to get rid of a few people.
Get psyched for the end of tel'lnis so you
can start going over quota. K.
To the guys of 2 0 D - You guys can be so.
so obnox ious. Ray, why didn 't you show
up to the MUB - I waited. I saw Mike and
Dennis, and they never knew I was there.
What about that cutie Damien What 's he
been up to? Hope to hear from you on
Friday Love and devotion - Amy!
Terry and Suzie - Thanks for coming over
l=rid:,y night . It vvas groat to boa foarcomo

threesome again ! Thanks for the
memories. Love Ann P.S. three more days
and " Crush of the week" could be-expired.
To the greatest roommates ever! Thank
you all so much for mai.:ing my B-day so
special. You guys mean the world to me!
All my love. A.
I'm excited!!
To the WIEDEMANN RACKERS : Beat
Dogfood and cruise to the playoffs. You 're
the best I-M team around . Your
vacationing safety - Carou .
Kath - Happy Anniversary, thought it may
not be so happy from your point of view .
Thanks for all those times we've had
together - don't think that I've forgotten
them . Times have changed and so have
we. Let's hope we don't lose what we do
have, love Denn is.
Dennis you 're so cute - We love you, the
gals in the typing dungeon, soon to be lost
to the photostat machine - boo hoo.
John B - Nice seeing you Thursday night.
When can I take you up on your offer of
listening to some soft guitar? Let me
know! A favorite DZ (Not Deb)
Tim , and Arthur - Thanks for blowing us
off on Sunday, you owe us a drink some
night. Joy and Deb.
To all the lunatics who inhabit Stoke 6th .
Your minds are definitely in a different
dimension . Bob and Lou - Any more
slumber parties? Let us know. Jules - How
old are you? I WANNA PARTY WITH YOU!!
"Your honorary Floor members"
Did you know that used textbooks are 29%
off list price at the UNH Bookstore.
The UNH Hotel Administration Program
presents "An Evening on Broadway, "
Friday Oct. 29 and Sat . Oct 30. Highlights
include a Gourmet dinner, live music for
dinner and dancing, and a Broadway
Musica l Review. Tickets are $13.95 and
may be p~rchased at the MUB ticket
Office. Phone the Ticket office at 2-2290
for additional information.
Ellen Hume - Thanks for subbing for me
last Sunday night. You are a good friend
and an even better little sister! We still
have to have a talk. Glad things are
looking better, and you are getting away
from "typical " things and discover ing
other fish in the sea! Love ya OM
Al McClain, my room ate and I admire your
blue sweatsuit with the bunny on it. But
we admire your body even more. We see
you at lunch on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Please don 't stop eating l unch at 12:30on
those days. Two -Ardent Admirers
So you 're going to tell the world how
unexperienced I WAS? Persona lly I don 't
think it will shock anyone. What would
surprise them is what I've LEARNED! And
the fact that you 're my teacher could get
YOU in trouble. I know this will probably
get ME in trouble but I'm not worried, I
have a few tricks up my sleeve. - Your
fr iend.
To : " Thu " in Beta - Keep your foot in the
door and give it your best shot ! Just
remember .. .if all else fails, road tr ip to
Karl 's and drown your sorrows in mayo and don't forget the frres! From : Your
buddy in the Quad.
Jul ie - I' m really psyched that we are
getting along so well now. I'm keeping my
f ingers crossed for both of us. (And I hope
that you are too!) I'm sure that everything
will turn out for t he best...but it th ings
don 't turn out the way we hope they will ,
it's the ir loss, not ours! Keep your chin up.
Love ya , Your Roomie. _
Hey Airheads - Yes you ! We ll. .. Here it is,
your very own personal Wow! You're
doing a great job, keep it up. Just want to
say than'ks for ever\tthing. You guys mean
·a great deal to me! Go for it!! ! The on e and
only. " Your Motha " PS Karen , did you get
it?
Need somet hing to do Saturday? Browse
the UNH Bookstore and discove r a world
of reading at discount prices . Open 10-4
every Saturday.
Lost : Prescription Read ing Glasses Plast ic frame - Plac;tic lenses - Brown
case - Dover / Durham area much needed.
Return to MUB Information Desk or ca ll
Paul 603-332-0591
To Al and Fritz and the rest of the crew
from A-Hall, second. Thanks for the good
t imes and massive parties " We 're having
a party! " You guys are the best. Keep up
the good work and " shake you r
tailfeather " Williamson First fl oor

- ----

To the " Loser" 1982 Frosh Camp Exec
Staff - It's over - I can't believe it's been a
year! I just wanted to thank you for a great
year! With Nancy Shroeder, Evelyn
Handler, 10 week mast... plan with
mirrors, The big L Club, Hot spaghetti at
TT's, and much more. Rob - You
insightful, reflective sweetheart! Your
theme was awesome . Faculty Day
couldn't have gone better. Thanks for
teaching me about Ralph . No more
blowing in my ear! Chris - I have some
face paint for your halloween costume!
Reunion went well, thanks for all your
effort! Your little comments kept us
smiling all year . Looking forward to
working on Ambassadors and
Commencement together. Sue - Holes
and poles, turning your crank and cute
little notes in the minutes are all fond
memories. Where the Hell is Claremont?
Then again, What the hell is Claremont?
(just kidding) You were always so
thoughtful! Thanks . Donna - Betty Bucks,
You were just the right person for the job,
nasty enough but soft enough to get the
money and still be liked by everyone! You
were a great roommate at camp, thanks
tor the 11stenmg ear. vve re really gonna
miss you in December! Good luck. Groats
- My other (better?) half - your energy and
enthusiasm kept me going at camp. But
the energy in your farts at Donna's could
have lit the city of Chicago! It was a
pleasure to cheer beside someone of such
excellence. Larry and Diane - You guys
were the balls. In fact you were
megawickedawesome! Thanks for great
leadership and friendship . Larry, UNH will
never be the same without you here next
semester! Good luck and keep in touch!
Diane, good luck and best wishes in your
new life as a wife. Thanks for the
memories and for letting me leave some
with you like farting in interviews, coming
in late, out of breath (thank you Rob and
Larry for the imitation), yeas (it is a word)
and sometimes you can all be bitches
when you make fun of me! It was a
fantastic year . Freshmen Camp 82 had
one hell of a crew! Thanks for sharing it
with me! Love you all,_Deb.

Attention ski bums!UNH ski club
organizational meeting on Wed. Oct . 20,
Ham. Smith 127 at 8 p.m. All members
and those wishing to sign up, please
come.
A unique experience combining
academics and world travel and world
culture! " Semester at Sea " come find out
what it's all about! Representative in
MUB Tuesday, Oct. 19 and Thursday Oct.
21 from 11 :00-2:00
Workstudy Students - any ceilings
needed to fill limited positions now
available in MUB.10/26
To an interesting bartender - opps I mean
interested bartender! Sorry about your
bid, but this way you can rush again . We
really did appreciate your help this
semester. Thanx A-RP
To the top of the **** - We are the balls I'm glad I got stuck with you - From the
new kid in town .
If Xeno " Lockjaw" Sm ith didn 't exist,
would we have to invent her? Is th is what
the philognomes call "reificat ion" or is
her Existenz only nominal? Or ideal? Is
XLS a process whereby the collective
unconscious mediates the objective
correlative? Who the hell IS Xeno Smith? -a friend .
MOLLOY maunders on : And all I could see
was her taut yellow nape which every
now and then I set my teeth in, forgetting I
had none, such is the power of insti nct .
We met in a rubbish dump, unl ike any
other, and yet they are all alike, rubbish
dumps. I don 't know what she was doing
there. I was limply poking about in the
garbage saying probably, for auhat age I
must still have been capable of general
ideas, This is life. --to be continued by the
Bumfagging Hill School for Boys.
Glenn, (Alias Yo-Yo) : You are truly the
Grand master of this early wor ld. Now
that you are legal, you can also rule the
local " pubs ". I hope that you except my
deepest regrets that I messed-up last
week. I guess I am a dumb sh it . Get
psyched to do some heavy 'rinking ' ! Love,
Kath .
It might interest ·you folks to know that I
am keeping track of the more creative and
unusual personals that appear in this
paper, and have been doing so for quite
some time now. Bu'Wheat, Pres. Natural,
and the BFHSB are old friends, Gen . W.
Junk and Thadeus Thorne are interesting.
Involving Amy and the guys from 200. I
got a real chuckle out of Yetso the starfish ,
Smega Nu Painting, Inc. and the bit about
the difference between erotic and kin-ky.
The Liberal Student Dev iates from
Lambda Sigma Delta were far out.' And
who is the person who quotes old Doors
Lyr ics? Keep it up folks; this semester is
t he most colorful yet! Love, Xeno .
Gov. Gallen may be a pointy-headed excar salesman, but he's still a hell of a lot
better · thasn that piggy-eyed wha le
Sununu .

ATTENTION: Tap .st~alers! Friday the 8th
the Ghetto had a party and someone stole
the taps . (value $25) that'~ a lot for a good
time! We'd appreciate it if they were
returned. Thank you . A Don Law
Presentation and Apt . B-2 Ghetto. 8682943
Jon, Dale. Mark, John: Thanks for the
shoulders Thursday night. Believe it or
not, it helped. You guys are great! Love
Deb.
Work Study Students " We want you " to
apply for positions now open in the MUB.
Apply in Administrators office MUB.
He-y California Kid! Saw you eating dinner
with another 6th floor stokie - Just
thought we 'd letcha know we think you're
nice looking! From two admirers. T.J . and
Fox.
UNH Departments will discover the best
wholesale office supply prices at the UNH
Bookstore. 25% off retail. Compare and
support your University store.
To "A Caring Person" - Thanks for the
roses! You made my day·! You're a supersweetie! Thanks again. Love Sara
Work study students - Limited positions
available in MUB. Apply now with
Personnel Coordinators in Administrator's Office, MUB .

Jack Lee - You never get personals, so I
thought I'd write yo1J-One . Thanks for the
ride. Me .
To the girl who leaves notes on my office
door on Friday afternoons: Thankyou; I did
have a good weekend. I hope you did too!!!
Win and Spit : What--are we ever going to
do on the weekends now? Chew "doesn't
drink any more"!!! Heavens! I guess that's
what a bottle of rum does to you . - Shots.
Hi Mom! love, GNF.
To the beautiful, gorgeous LOUNGETTES :
Something is in the future ...we can taste
it, feel it, even smell it...it may not be
C.A.L., but it could be something
better .. .keep reading ... The Red, White,
and Blue men.

HELP WANTED
LAOTIAN REFUGEES 10
Newmarket need tutors to help
them learn to speak, read, and
write English. No experience
nece s sar y; training and
materials provided ; volunteer
work; evenings or weekends (2
plus hours/ week) .
Please call the ADULT
TUTORIAL PROGRAM
772-475 I da ys 778-I096 eves.

To the Fearsome Foursome in Red Tower
Room 7. Thanks for being so good to me!
Homecoming was alot of fun! You're the·
best friends a girl could ever have!! ;
Thanks for everything!! As alv,ays - Love,
Sara .
West Mystic (or anywhere) Conn!! I need
a ride . Will share expenses, Call Tom in
201. 2-1617. Thanks
Ride needed to BELMONT, MASS. or
vicinity on Friday 10/ 22. Anytime after
12-noon. Will share expenses. Please call
Lindsey at 868-5334
The University Bookstore has over 130
different gift calendars in stock. Shop now
while selection is excellent. All at 20%off.
Interested in traveling around the world,
but cannot take time off from school?
Check out SEMESTER AT SEA! A unique
global experience of a lifetime!
Representative in MUB Tuesday, Oct. 19
and Thursday, Oct. 21 from 11 :00-2 :00
Dear Lauren and Claire Thanks for a great
weekend. Pac Man, shopping, and crying
was good for me. Glad you both came up.
Bids night was fun and Lauren, you little
snip, you were the only one who
excorsized. Claire we'll make it up to her
in the long run . First weekend in
November, Boston, here we come!!
To The old Gals of Stoke First! (And Carol)
Thanks for a great time, a blast from the
past, at Catnip on Friday. It was great to
see you all and play catch up. We had an
awesome f loor, and we still are that way
today. Love, an old inhabitant.

,

Is Mike Katz ever nice?
Is Ken Ash ever mean?
Go to S-4 and find out . P.S. Happy
Belated 8-day Ken . Kari and I will be over
with your present !

YOUNG'S

Why pay list price at the Mall? The UNH
Bookstore has Christmas books for
everyone on your list at discount prices.
CHESS AT BABCOCK, Rm 17L, 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Open to the public, all levels
of playing strength welcome . For
information call 862-3053.12/7
Joyzee, Happy Belated Birthday! Did
Mommy and Daddy restock Filene's?
Sorry I wasn 't around but we'll all go out
on a P.M. hunt and have a B-F'ing good
time! (No Q'ing) Love Jesse-H P.S . Did you
get a special umbrella like your roomie?
Workstudy Students - "We want you" to
apply for positions now open in the MUB.
Apply in administrators office, MUB.
10/26
Work Study Students - any ceil ings
needed to fi ll lir.,ited positions now
available. 10/26

This Week's Special
Cheese and
Mushroom Omelet
Toast
Tea or Coffee
$1.9~
i 1 6·00
11·30
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Attn: Sharon Workman
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CUSTOM T-SHIRT
Businesses. cl ubs. organiza t io ns
Ha ts. t otes. go lf shirtl-. sweatshirts
Man y sty les a vai la ble
~o order too sma ll

N.H. PRINTWORKS
JI JI I.a la yett e _Road

II
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------~-J
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603-293-4341

Port~mo uth . :,..; . H . 0380 I

'

Part Time Ski Instructors I

unstoc

Please .contribute to the Personals.
(Brought to you by reat job, keep it up. Just
wan t to say thanks for everyth ing. You
guys mean a great deal to me! Go for it!!!
The one and only " Your Motha " PS. Karen
did you get it?
Ginger - I hate to be a bitch, but... I j ust
wanted to see you get your paper done! I
like to see my roornate graduate.Hurry
up and get your paper done FAST! Love a concerned roommie!!
Ride needed: To Wast Mystic, Conn .
Leave this weekend. Will share expenses.
Call Tom in 201, 2- 1617. Thanks

Attention Ski · Burns! UNH Ski Club
Organizational meeting on Wed. Oct. 20
Ham. Smith at 8 p.m. rm 127. All
members and those wishing to sign up,
please come. 10/ 19

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319
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STEREO CLEARAN·ce HOUSE
HAS LOWEST PRICES
..

_

$24 ·95

In your face,
Lehigh!

~

FOR
PAIR

SK_UE THE COST!
OFLIYING.

LIST

S99.95

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

Tenna 6 x 9 3-way speaker pair. 40oz.
Magnets 120 watts max. per speaker,
Metal grilles, wire & hardware included.
All for only S24 9~ plus S2.75 shipping.
Money back guarantee

®

Our Free Catalog has manv more barq ains on
all major brands of home and ca r stereo Stere o
. Clearance House Dept r:H68
. 954 Be dford
Street Jobnstown PA 15902 Ph.one Quotes ·
1814 1 539 -3057

MUSO FILM SERIES PROUDLY
PRESENTS ....

ON
GOLDENPOND
Starring: Katherine Hepburn, Jane Fonda, and Doug McKean,
Dabney Coleman
On Golden Pond is a magical experience not to be missed...
Thursday, October 21
7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission: $1.00

*

I

- I

TOUCHDOWN - Curt Collins(40) crosses the goal line at the
tail end of a 41 yard pass play to put UNH ahead 17-10. (Tim
Skeer photo)

*
THE WORLD IS

OUR-CAMPUS

B STOP'
"Cover Our Walls"
Canipu~ Photo Hullt

.-

,·· &

~<

,.;

..

'ei:#1~

1st prize 6 foot sub & $25

~

2nd prize 5 foot sub.
3rd-prize 4 foot sub
* Free sub coupons for runners-up
Entry blanks and details available at the

~

-

sails
Spring J 983 (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida. Cadiz. Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria.
Haifa, Isael • Bombay, India • Colombo.
Sri Lanka• Manila Philippines • Hong Kong
· • Keelung. Taiwan • Kobe. Yokahama Japan
~ponsored h~ the l 'ninr,it~ of Pittsburgh. Seme,tN at Sea offer, students a superior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester experience is
arnilahle to qualified student, from all accredited rnllegcs and uninrsitics.

.

~ 12 Jenkins Court

'.Vlore than 60 ,·o~age related uninrsit~· courses. Facult~ dralm from the l 'niwr,it~· of
Pittsburgh and other leading uninrsities, augumented h~· ,·isiting area experts.
Optional tours, induding spedal tours into the People's Republic of China. aYailable.
Srmester at Sea admit, ,tudents '\-\ithout reganl to color. race o r creed. The S .S. l 'niHrse is
_full~ air-conditioned. 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia an<I built in America.
For a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea. l'CIS. l 'nhersit~· of Pittsburgh , Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittshurgh. PA 15260. or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call (714)
771-6590).

Representative will be in MUB Tuesday, October 19, and
Thursday, October 21 from 11:00 to 2:00 p.m.
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Wildcat Classic

MIT wins tourney
By Julie Supple
The UNH women's volleyball team tied with Harvard for
second place in the Wildcat
Classic tourney Saturday
afternoon.
The eleven hour "round
robin" marathon consisted of
MIT; the undefeated tourney
winner, UMaine-Farmington,
Salem State, and Boston
College. The UNH women, 3-2
for the day, jacked up their
- overall record to 4-15 overall.
UNH coach Carol Ford said,
"The way we played at the .
tournament is a really big
improvement from previous
matches

this

season.

Our

offense still isn't strong enough
though. Overall, the tourney
was a great success."
UNH started the day
optimistically against Salem
State, with game scores of 15-9,
l0-15, and 15-4.
Maine, the 'Cats next victim,
fell in two straight games for
UNH (16-14, 15-7). In the first
game of that match, UNH had
Maine 11-5 when suddenly
inconsistent scores and spikes
let the score drift to 14-4.
Anna Berry, in a sink or
swim situation, pounded two
serves over, earning the two
winning points of the game for
UNH.
Next on the agenda was
Harvard, who according to
coach Ford, "should never
have beaten UNH."
Junior UNH player Kirsten

Kohlmeyer said, "Harvard was
consistent and played really
well. We just seemed to lose our
momentum at key points in the
match."
Undefeated MIT was the
only match UNH was never in
said Ford. MIT against UNH
resulted in game scores 9-15, 615.
.
The final match of the
tournament, UNH against
Boston College, was one of
those matches that come down
to the last point of the last
game. The 'Cats took the first
game 15-9, and BC fought back
in the second game 15-8.
The third game was the
clincher; freshman Christine
Schwartz said the reason for
such a close final was that "we
were exhausted."
"It should not have went to
three games. We were definitely
the better team," said Ford. BC
had already defeated UNH
earlier in the season.
Overall, the Clasic was quite
a success.
"We haven't peaked yet but we
are getting better each match,"
said captain Jean Campanelli.
"Karen Beardsley was
awesome and is really a big
spark on the team this year."
Once again the freshmen duo
of Beth DeSuarte and Sue
Bechard had numerous spikes
and clean put-aways in crucial
moments. Christine Schwartz
and Anna Berry came through
with hammering serves and

SPIKE - The Wildcat volleyball squad tied for second place Saturday in the all day Wildcat
Classic . (Dave Berry photo)

showed determination and
hustle throughout the day. Fine
blocking by junior Ann
McCormack, was also a plus
for the Wildcats.
Things are looking up for the
women volleyballers. Ford said

"All the experience they're · will be the team to look for in
getting now will pay off next the future.
The squad travels to
year. The teams we beat this
weekend are. teams we should Northeastern tomorr~w night
have beat all season. We are in a tri-match with Salem
definitely improving all the State.
time and although young, we

Scardina leads harriers to· victory
The UNH women harriers
are breaking records week after
week and along the way the
second ranked team in New
England has pushed its record
to 3-0 in duels.
On Saturday the record
breaker was Nancy Scardina,
and the Harrier's victim in their
last home meet of the season
was Northeastern 15-45.
Scardina, a senior co-captain,

ran the 5,000-meter course in 17:49. Next came Cindy
Stearns who also ran her fastest
the College Woods in 16:58.
Scardina 's time broke a time yet, finishing in I 8:04.
fo fourth place with a time of
course record of 17:13 setjusta
week ago by Kathy Brandel!. 18: 14 wa.s Mary Ellen Rose and
The time was also a personal the meet's fifth place finisher
was Pam Egan.
record for Scardina.
Following behind her
The Wildcats took the first
five positions in the race and teammates was Barbara
second out of the top ten. Brueggeman who took eighth
UNH's Anne Miller placed and Sue Wesolowski who
second with a oersonal best of finished in the 10th position.

Netwomen ~weep by Colby 6-1
The UNH women's tennis
team swept all five singles
positions yesterday to propel
them to a 6-1 victory over
Colby College in a make-up
match.
The · decisive win leaves the
young Wildcat squad with a 7-2
mark going into their final two
matches of the season against
Northeastern and Connecticut.
Both are at home.
Once again Amy Walsh led

the way with a straight set
victory over Maura Shaugnessy 6-2, 6-1. Lee Robinson
also had little trouble
dispensing with Sandy Winship
6-2, 6-2.
At the third pos·ition, Beth
Howley continued her winning
ways with a hard fought 2-6, 62, 6-4 win over Wendy Wittles.
Sharon Gibson spent little
time shutting out Debbie
Potter 6-0,6-0 while Shellev

White blew by Sonja
Muehlman 6-1, 6-1.
In doubles action,Julie
Robinson and Chris Stanton
took apart Norma Delaney and
Sue Pearson 6-4, 6-1. Colby
took its only part of the match
at second doubles with Wendy
Nevel and Sharon Morrissey
surprising UNH's Patti Crowe
and Cindy Guay 6-0, 6-2.
The Wildcats will host
Northeastern tomorrow

Stickwomen lose in triple
The UNH field hockey team
lost a heartbreaker Saturday to
a strong Springfield squad 1-0
in triple overtime. The setback .
leaves the Wildcats with a4-6-2
record.
On the heels of two wins in a
row over Bentley and Rhode
Island the Wildcats· came out
smoking in the first half and
created a number of strong
scoring opportunities.
But Springfield's goalkeeper
Carol Kinsella was equal to the
task and held UNH off the
scoreboard. Springfield, who

OT

recently upended national could convert for UNH,
champion Connecticut 2-1, resulting in a 2-1 advantage in
came back strong in the second . favor of Springfield.
half but also failed to score.
UNH took seven penalty
The overtime game was the corners on Springfield's
fourth of the year for UNH and artificial turf while the host
the two teams remained team took 11. Springfield also
scoreless in the two overtime outshot the Wildcats 12 to
periods to force a penalty eight.
stroke playoff.
In the goalkeeping departSpringfield made its first two ment, Balducci continued her
p_enalty shots but was stellar play this season with 12
shutdown by junior Robin saves on Saturday while
Balducci on the final three. Kinsella had seven.
Unfortunately only senior triUNH will host Providence
captain Joan McWilliams tomorrow at 3:30 p.m,

More sports page 1~

Hayrier~ improve
By T.J. Reever
The UNH men's cross
country team showed signs of
improvement with a strong
performance at the Providence
Invitational in Boston Sunday.
They proved that 1982 might
just be more than a rebuilding
year for the harriers by placing
second in the annual event.
"We went to the meet
looking for some experience," ·
said coach Jim Boulanger. "It
was our only chance to run on
the New England's course
before the New Englands. It
was also a good chance for us to
improve our times with the
stiffer competition."
Most all of the Wildcat
harriers improved their time-s
over the grassy, slightly
wooded cross country route.
Captain Dick Robinson was
the first UNH finisher to cross
the tape. Robinson finished in
12th place overall with his best
time ever on that course,
covering it in 25:02.
Sophomore Aarron Lessing
continued to stay near his
teammates' heels by _grabbing
15th overall and covering the
course in 25: 10, his best time
ever for five miles.
Freshman Jeremy King
bounced back from last week's
tough race with a real strong
effort. King averaged 5:08 per
mile for the five -mile circuit
grabbing 20th phu;e with an

The next UNH finisher was
also the team's most improved
overn II time of 25:44.
runner this week. Ron
Rocheleau ran his best effort to
date~ placing 21st with a time of
25:46.
Peter Anderson ran a good
effort and showed signs of
getting back into last year's
condition. Anderson placed
25th and just missed the 26
minute barrier with a time of
26:08.
Another candidate for most
improved would have to be
John Neff. Neff, who continues
to chop time off his best times
this season, finished in 28th
place.
He improved his time by
more than a minute over last
year's time on the same c6tifse.
Neff averaged a 5: 16 pace tor
the course and ran an overall
time of 26:22.
"John Neff is the only runner
on this team to have finished in
the top seven in every race,"
said Boulanger. "He's a very
hard worker."
The Wildcats were without
the services of two of their top
runners. Justin Curtis and
Kevin Klein, both are suffering
from back pains Hopefully,
both will be healthy for the
Eastern Cross Country
Championships in Vermont on
Saturday.
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Sports
Lehigh pours it on Wildcats

•
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fourth quarter

By Steve Damish .
BETHLEHEM, PA.-The snow and rain
gushing against the visitor's locker room at
Lehigh University seemed fitting. The visiting
team, UNH, had just lost to Lehigh,20-17,
encountering blustery weather and an
Engineer defense that created its own gusts of
wind in the process.
The rainbow that appeared when the
precipitation disappeared also was
appropriate. But only for the home team, for
Lehigh's colorful offense was able to gain 349
total yards while its defense held UNH to 53
yards rushing and 183 yards passing.
And likt> the o;;ymmf'try of the rainbow's

colors, Lehigh (2-4) was a balanced team,
with a potent offense and an omnipotent
defense.
The latter was responsible for holding
UNH (3-3, 1-1 Yankee Conference), to j"ust
three yards rushing in the first half while
sacking Wildcat quarterback Rick Leclerc
five times for a negative-yardage count of 41
yards.
"Only a couple of the sacks were the fa ult of
the offensive line," said UNH coach Bill
Bowes. "The others were from backs missing
their blocks. There were a couple of times in
the first half we had time to throw the ball but
- we didn't."
When Leclerc got his passes off, as many (7)
were dropped as were completed. ,,,
"We don't have the fastest kids in the
world," said Bowes, "But they've always
caught the ball. We dropped seven passes we
felt could have been caught. That hurts when
keeping a drive going to drop a pass like that."
"We had a lot of trouble getting our timing
down," said ONH flanker Bill Peach. "When
we did, we moved the ball."
Having the timing down did lead to two
_UNH touchdowns that came via the airways. "
Peach caught a pass that led to a 64-yard score
(his first career TD ca,tch), while Curt Collins
turned a screen pass into a 41-yard
touchdown that gave the Wildcat~ a 17-10
third quarter advantage.
Except for reaching field-goal range, in the
fourth quarter, the · storm UNH's offense
appeared to have created dissipated after
Collin's score.
·
Meanwhile Lehigh's miniature hurricane
incarnate, halfback Ed Godbolt, 5-IO, 184 .
pounds, gained in intensity, finishing the
game with 170 yards in 37 carries.
"l like carr)'ing the ball," said Godbolt. "l
like getting it and doing something with it." ·
Godbolt scored Lehigh's winning·
touchdown on a 21-yard pass in the fourth Curt Collins scoots ahead against Lehigh's hardnosed defense in Saturday's game in Bethlehem, PA.(Tim Skeer
quarter on a play in which ten Engineers move photo)
.
to the right while he goes left.
.
coach John Whitehead. '"We were trying to run the
a 47-yard drive ended in a missed 33-yard field goal
"If we could have gotten there, there would
ball, trying to run the clock."
attempt
that
would
have
tied
the
game.
have been 11 guys over there," said UNH
The difference bet\\'.een Lehigh's ability to succeed
The Engineers controlled the ball for the remaining
safety Arnold Garron.
at
that and UN H's inability to do it themselves was a
6:38
of
play,
letting
Godbolt
carry
it
seven
of
14
Instead, Godbolt found himself alone to
three-point Engineer victory. Like the difference
downs.
scamper untouched into the end zone.
between rain and a rainbow.
"That's what we were trying to do," said Lehigh
UN H's next possession would be it-s last as

Mistakes plague UNH hooters, aid Vermont
By Andy Arnold
BURLINGTON, VT.-lt
was the same disappointing
~story for the UNH soccer team
Saturday in their 1-0 loss to
Vermont. Another one goal
loss.
·
Another game where the
Wild ca ts clearly outplayed
their opponents but came away
losers. Another game lost
because the other team took
advantage of mistakes given to
them.
The first half was played
evenly for the first 25 minutes.
Both teams had trouble with
the wet field and as a result
there weren't many scoring
opportunities.
Then the Wildcats seemed to

let up a little. And the Vermont
attack picked up, in the form of
several hard shots on goal. Still
they hadn't scored as UNH's
goalie, George Gailardetz,
handled everything.
Eventually t~e Catamount's
goal came as a result of a
defensive mistake.
A Wildcat player had trouble
clearing the ball from his end.
UVM - forward, Francoise
Perrell, got control of the ball
and drove down to about
twenty yards to the right of
Gaillardetz. Perrell kicked a
high crossing pass that
Gaillardetz couldn't reach and
John Mitchell headed the ball
in at 30:54.
The Catamounts were

through scoring, but weren't
done handing out punishment
on the Wildcats. 'The first to get
hurt was the co-captain
Gaillardtz, who at the same
time made a good save. A high
bouncing shot deflected off his
face and he was then kicked in
the face by a UVM player.
Gaillardetz had to be
replaced by sophomore, Adam
Chidekel, who was playing in
his first collegiate game. Later,
Scott Reither was tripped and
the Vermont player intentionally stepped on his head.
Luckily, Reither wasn't
seriously hurt and stayed in the
game.
The Wjldcats at the same
time were unnecessarily rough.

-Partly in retaliation and partly,
as they gained control of the
game, in frustration because
they couldn't score.

'I tried to take charge
- Chidekel
When asked about the
increase of violence-in the game
in general, coach Bob Kullen
said, "the game is getting
physical and the referees are
having more and more
difficulty keeping control."
The second half was one
sided in favor of the Wildcats.
They had good offensive
drives, but couldn't score.

More importantly they didn't
take advantage of several
miscues by Vermont.
Besides the outstanding play
of Scott Reither, the play of
Chidekel in goal left an
encouraging note of promise
for the future. Though
Gaillardetz, a team leader, got
hurt early the Wildcats had
faith in the young goalie to
keep them in the game.
"Tve never played outdoors,'' Chidekel said. "I tried
to take charge, but they're used
to George ( Gaillardetz). It was
tough."
UNH's next game is today at
Keene State. Friday they play
undefeated Plymouth State in
Durham.

